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South Fulion Girls To Play In
District Tournament Thursday
The girls' District 27 tourna- upper bracket and Palmersville in
ntent is being held this week in the lower. Martin, Gleason, and
Martin with play getting under- Sharon are the other upper brackway Tuesday night. Wednesday et teams, while So. Fulton, Union
was an open date and first round City and Greenfield are in the
play will be completed Thursday. lower bracket with Palmersville.
Semifinals are set for Friday' The tourney got underway
night with the finals and consola- Tuesday night with Dresden meettion game to be played Saturday. ing Sharon at 7 o'clock and Martin
Teams entered in the tourna- playing Gleason at 8:30. The
ment in addition to the Martin opening round will be completed
girls are Dresden, Sharon, Glea- on Thursday night with South
son, South Fulton, Greenfield, Fulton meeting Greenfield at 7
Union City, and Palmersville. The and Union City tangling with
seeded teams are Dresden in the Palmersville at 8:30.

Fulton Elementary Schools Have No
'Emergency Teachers,Says Report
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New Chamber Of Commerce President
Is W.P. Burnette; 160 At Meeting
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Fulton Eagle Scouts Presented
Recognition Award Tuesday Night

W. P. Burnette is the new yresi- Agricultural and Area Developdent ef the Fulton-South Fulton ment Department of the Memphis
Chamber of Commerce. He suc- Chamber of Commerce.
_ ceeds Joe Treas. Mr. Burnette is
Joe Tr/as, out-going, president,
Eighteen new Eagle Scouts were formally presentowner of the Pure Milk Company presided over the meeting.
ed to members of the Four Rivers Boy Scout Council
here.
It was announced at the
The other newly elected officers Chamber dinner that the Public at the organization's annual.meeting at the JCC Civic
are: William Scott, vice-president; Housing Administration
was Center in Paducah Monday night.
Mrs. J. C. Olive, secretary (re- planning to spend S700,000 on
Three of the boys receiving the award were froni
elected); and C. H. McDaniel, the Cit. of Fulton'i first housFulton—They
were Jerry M. Elliott and Glenn Elliott
treasurer.
ing project.
The new membed of the board
tExum, both of Post 43, and Ronnie Homra of Troop 42.
of directors are: "Charles Wade
Two of the 20 council Eagle as girls—is an important building
Andrews, J. D. Hales, Clyne Wil- Leaves for Washington
badge winners were unable to at- stone in creating a greater future
liams, Jr., and William Scott.
Meetings Next Week
tend.
for America.
The new Retail Merchants board
•
A number of other awards also
J. S. Piers,council president disNews Publisher Paul Westphelof directors is composed of Thad
were presented during the meet- cussed accomplishments of the
Fagan, James Meacham, Frank ing, Jr.. Kentucky's representative ing,'
these. being presented adult past yedr and encouraged the
Beadles, Wendal Butts, Paul Kas- on the nine Midwestern State orleaders.
council to a stronger desire for
now, Charles Andrews, Nathan ganization known as "Mid-AmerSix adult leaders reecived "vet- accomplishment _in. the coming
ica Industrial Development", Inc.,
Wade and Mrs. Clarice Thorpe.
eran" awards for years of service year.
The chairman will be elected at will attend a meeting of the orto Scouting .They included 0.'C.
A highlight of the program was
ganization next week in Washa later date.
Walker of Fulton. (20.)
the opening ceremony by PaduThe new officers were announc- ington, D. C.
Speaker for the evening was cah Troop No. 119 when the troop
ed at the annual dinner meeting of
Westpheling will join Tyler Perle
Whitehead, a well known, presented Piers with an American
the Chamber of Commerce Mon- Munford, Morganfield publisher,
retired Scout leader.
Flag which had flown over the
day night at the First Methodist and several members of the DeWhitehead challenged oy Scouts capitol building in Washington.
Church. Approximately 160 at- partment of Economic Develop- and
their adult leaders to greater The flag, which the council retended the meeting, with several ment of the State of Kentucky in efforts in
scouting, and said that ceived through the feforts of ConLouisville next Wednesday. The Scout
out of town visitors.
training for boys—as well gressman Frank A. Stubblefield,
Principal speaker for the eve- group, comprising the official
ning was C. Crank Duke of Mem- State delegation, will then fly to
phis, who is with the Mid-South Washington for scheduled meetings with mid-Western congressional leaders.

will be flown at the Boy Scout
o.itnp on Kentucky Lake.
Members of the Chief Raduke
CIL.pter. Order of the Arrow,
Scout troop, closed the, gathering
v,•!th a pm sentatiun of three Indian dances.
Among the Fultontans attending were Mi. and MN. Thoina.
,
.
Exuth, Mr. and Mrs. liertes
Mr and Mrs. ltpily Blia-kshal, SIr
and Mrs. Charles
Mr.
and Mrs. Fred llomra. Mr. and
Mrs..Nelson Tripp and Mr. and
MN. Tillman Adams.
Bill Canfield of Pail acid), an •
Cleo Sikes of Merray, both well
known in Fulton having -atteeded
the Jamboree with the Fulton
group, were. winners of the twri
Silver Beaver Awards.
The Cherokee District, which
included the Fulton group, were
all seated at one table. The table
was decorated with Cub Scout,
Boy Scout and Explorer Scout
emblems, etc.

Almost 92 per cent of Ken- the greatest number (454) are pretucky's classrooms are now staff- paring to teach in the social
. ed with teachers who have college studies.
degrees, according to a report reAccording to the report the
leased by Superintendent of Pub- Fulton elementary schools have
lic Instruction Wendell P. Butler Tho emergency teachers, also, the
this week,
county high school in Fulton
The number of "emergency"
teachers—those who do not have
degrees—was cut by 328 during
the past school year, the report
stated, and "the situation is better this year than in any year
since 1941-42."'
In that year, 99.1 per cent of the
state's teachers were fully qualified, although standards were
The First District Tourney will
lower at that time. From 1941, the begin on Feb. 28 at Carr gym
number of qualified teachers here.
dwindled until 1947-48, when
Parings were held here Sunday.
only 71 per cent of the teachers in Five schools will participate in the
Kentucky were fully qualified. meet—Fulton, Fulton County,
The gain this year over 1960-61 Riverview, Hickman County and
is about 1.5 per cent. -.
Carlisle County.
The report paid tribute to 19
Riverview and Fulton County
county and 41 independent school meet in the
first game of the
districts which have no -emergency- tourney at 7:30
p. in. Feb. 28.
teachers. An additional 43 county
Hickman County meets Fulton
and 18 independent districts have City on Thursday,
March 1.
An organizational meeting of the Little Boys Base- bell and Paul Brann; and one
no high school emergency teachGuy Upton had charge of the
The winner of Riverview-Fulton
p
Ramtr,.k,
12:)av,vi .Phelps
ers and six county and 18 inde- County plays
ball
League was held Tuesday night at the KU office. .averiacir—
program
the
weekly
at
luncheon
Carlisle on Friday,
Ch a rnInesi'.
pendent districts have no emer- -March 2.
April will be Jaycee Safety Belt meeting of the Fulton Rotary Club The leaders of the group
voted to form a corporation to On Friday night of this week
gency elementary_ teachers.
The finals will be played on Month in Kentucky, and all junior at the Park Terrace Tuesday.
there will be a meeting of the
A second report released by Saturday, March 3 at 7:30 be- Chamber of Commerce groups
He made a talk on the 57th be known as the Twin Cities' Youth Incorporated, a nondirectors at which time plans will
Butler indicated- a potential 3,693 tween the winner of the Fulton- across the state will sell auto safe- anniversary of Rotary Interna- profit organization.
be laid for the coming year and
teachers will be graduated from Hickman County contest and the ty belts at $4.89 each to promote tional.
AttOrney Randall Burcham has been instructed to a president of the board will be
Mr. Upton had as his guests.
Kentucky's senior colleges and lower bracket winner—Riverview, their use.
Gov. Bert Combs will issue a John Watts, county agent of Ful- draw up the by-laws of the corporation and the nine Yliciaen.
universities in 1962—an increase Fulton County, Carlisle.
proclamation
of 331 over the number of graduurging all Kentuck- ton County, and Warren Thomp- directors will be assigned special duties.
Admission to the tournament is
ates.
The organization will be open Center.
$1.00 adults and 50 cents students. ians to install seat belts as an aid son, Field Agronomist, University
I
for bequests by local citizens inJoe Ford of Mayfield and Bob. tn.traffic safety. The Kentucky of Kentucky. •
The directors will he elected
Nearly two-thirds of this year's by Hargis, Calvert
Department
of
Public
Mr.
Thompson
spoke
Safety,
youth
terested
cities,
showthe
of
our
and
a
in
sliding
scale, with three
•
City are the
Kentucky college graduates pre- referees. Earl
There,is• a possibility that the for three year periods, three :•
Bolin of Clinton is through not endorsing an particu- ed slides on the progress of Kenparing to teach will be qualified the timer and
lar
brand
of
seat
belt,
is
backing
farms
and
farmers
tucky
of
and
organization
only
will
sponsor
not
twoperiods
year
and three.
Harmon Pierce of
to teach in high school. Of these, Fulton, is the
THE NEWS welcomes expres
the Jaycee promotion of the use of what the UK extension service is soft ball for the boys and gins, one year Periods:
scorer.
the belts,
.
doing.
but will maybe add tennis, social
night'
Tuesday
the directors 'ions from its readers. Su,-ti
items Mu 4 he signed hut'
Howard V.. Adams, Jr., state
The visiting 1: ,tarians were activities: and esta.blish a Youth named were: for three, yearsname will be omitted from
safety chairman of the Kentucky Ralph Shuttee of Paducah and E.
Lewis Weriks, 'Riley Allon'aml
Junior Chamber of Commerce, K. Jones of.Marti . James Green
Randall Burcham: for two ye-ars— publication if requested.
minted nu+ "Te has been estimat- had as his guest. Bill Alexander Barnett Introduces
Elson McGuire, Sohn Joe Camp- Mr. and Mr's. Paul Westphe'in;.:
ed that seat belts will help to pre- of Dyersburg.
Trading Stamps Bill
Fnlron Coanty NCA:S
yen one out of three raffic fataliAn employee of the American two nights.
Fulton, Kentucky.
A measure reuiring a distrputor
ties."
Metal Products Co.; Lester NicholAnd in Union City, about four
of trading stamps to post bond
Dear Mr. and Mrs. W.,tpheling:
son of near Fulton, told police of- explosions .reverberated
with the Kentucky Department of
Monday
In this, the month of February
ficers he was driving to Fulton night and early Tuesday
Revenue was introduced in the
morning.
in which such great• Ainericati as
one afternoon last week and was alarming a number of
Kentucky House of Representaresidents in
Washington and Linc,dn were
E. L. Merryman of Fulton atpursued at high speed by another the area.
tives by Rep. Hoyt Allen Barnett,
born, it behooves some of our
tended the funeral of his aunt,
car for several miles on the Union
There were no injuries reported
public officials and citizens to reTuesday afternoon a committee Mrs. Lucille Tubbs at Obion Sun- Hickman Democrat. The measure
City-Fulton highway.
during the night. Property damage
flect on those principles, and
from Fulton went to Kenlake day afternoon at 2. Mrs. Tubbs (HB 372) also sets other regulaHe said the car pulled in front was limited to the
tions for distributing the stamps.
attack on the Hotel to present Fulton's 1961
Alltof Kentucky's county judges strength of character that ma.le
was 88.
of him and stopped but that he Osteen auto.
scrapbook in the annual Comand mayors have received a spec- these men great, along with anHe attended the funeral of his
managed to pass the Alto again
EXCEEDS GOAL
A Weakley County resident,
munity Development Awards Con- niece, Mrs. Josephine Goodman
and remain in front unti the other employed at the
The Fulton-South Fulton Girl ial invitation from State Highway other great American of that day,
labor troubled
at Paducah Tuesday morning at 9. Scout Fund Drive exceeded its Commissioner Henry Ward to at- Thomas Jefferson.
auto dropped the chase.
American Metal Products Co, test.
The reaction that Jefferson had
- The group was composed of She was 54.
The Obion County sheriff's of- plant in nearby
goal of $1,000, with a total of $1, tend the state's 14th annual HighUnion City, was Robert
way Conference to be held Febru- arthe ,time of serving as • this-Burrow, chairman of the
fice reported no warrants had beaten by
contributed.
being
081.75
four men Sunday night. scrapbook
AUXILIARY MEETS
committee, Mrs. Annaary 27-28 at the University of country's first Secretary of State.
been s'worn out.
-Clyde Osteen told Weakley belle Edwards, president of the
REGIONAL TOURNEY
Kenneth Turner was the speakreflected his fear of a monarchy
Kenucky in Lexington.
Gurirben in a black Ford cruised
Ow Thursday night the .Fultoh
being established in America.
past the home of American Metal County Sheriff Harold Cooper, he B&PW club, Mrs. W. P. Burnette er at the American Legion AuxiliEach of the invited officials also
There seems to have been esProducts Co. employe Clyde Os- went outside his home on the and Mrs. J. C. Olive, secretary of ary-meeting Tuesday night at the eighth grade team will 'play
cluk•home. The program was on Hickman at 7 p. m. in the Region- has been asked to bring to Lex- tablished in our city a form if
teen, on the Martin highway just Martin-Union City highway late the Chamber of Commerce.
"Americanism."
al Junior High tourney at Bard- ington his associates in city or monarchy.
across the line in Weakley coun- Sunday night, when a car pulled
TO ATTEND CONGRESS
county government whose work is
well.
I am very grateful to the F'd1ty, about 12:30 Tuesday morning into his yard and its horn was
EXALTED
--PAST
RULERS
Dr. R. V. Putnam of Fulton will
in any way related to the planning ton County' News for your Editi,rand fired three shotgun blasts into Founded.
DELEGATES
SF
or building of roads and streets.
Fulton Elks Lodge observed
His home is located next to that attend the 39th annual Southeastial and comments in Jo's Nato
the rear of his automobile, the
Miss Lee Laid/ell and Mike
Book on February 15. 1962. .
second attack on Mr. Osteen in of James Toombs, who is not con- ern Education Congress of Optom- Past Exalted Rulers night Monday
two-day
The
conference
is
exnectesl with the metal plant, but etry Feb. 25-27, at the Dinkier- night with an oyster supper. Faulkner have been selected-by pected to draw about
' The-remarks reflect the feeling,
600
city,
their junior classmates Os deleLadies night will be March 19.
whose home was the target of Plaza Hotel in Atlanta.
and convictions of a great number
county
and
stAte
officials,
highgates to Girls and Boys State.
POWER BOARD MEETING
three shotgun blasts last Thursof people in South Fulton alMeALISTER HONORED
Both are honor roll students. She way contractors and others inter- though it is %Try evident that this
The regular meeting of the Fulday night. Sheriff Cooper said the
ested
design,
in
the
construction
Vernon McAlister was honored is the daughter of Mrs. George
attack on the Toombs home, prob- ton Electric Power Plant Board
and maintenance of streets and number is in great minority.
ably was meant for the Osteen was postponed from Monday, Feb. with a dinner Saturday szin his Winter, Jr., and he is the son of roads. It is sponsored jointly by
The thirty year mystery that
70th birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Faulkner.
19 to Tuesday, Feb. 26.
home.
thetIJK College of Engineering you spoke of Jo seems to be the
and the 'State Department of fad in politics and government.
What has happened to the-man
Highways.
who having found that his conMiss Lillian Kenned) •
In his invitation to local of- victions and ideas are approved
lives
with her sister, Mrs. C. D.Loveficials, Commissioner Ward noted in numbers great enough (ii get
lace in Fulton, was injr---1 in an
that this year's conference "will him elected to an official post,
of people."
from tourist and travel interests have particular importance be- suddenly reverses gears and Roes
automobile
accident
Monday
Kentucky's new amphitheater, where a number
Western
He pointed out also that the in the area. The drama conceiv- cause of the accelerated pace of in the opposite difaclion?
morning at 11 a. m.
Miss Kennedy crawled out a historical drama to compare with "The Stephen Foster nearest sizable city to the amphi- ably could be produced as early life In Kentucky. As the tempo
Election day to the winner
in her car to Fulton from Hick- Story" and "The Book of Job," will be staged, will be theater site is Murray, where State as this summer.
continues to pick up, many of you sometimes seems to act as the
Jonathan
meeting in the
-C.-I:en has pioneered in the deAt
man, when she lost control of her built
at Kentucky Lake State Park near Murray. - `r• velopment of dramalie and en- Creek aresort area recently nearly no doubt are discovering thiit secret potion of Dr. Jekyll, -a-nd
car and it went front first down
travel into and through your com- Mr. Hyde immediately take§ over.
Satmade
was
decision
announcement
the
activiti-.
of
tertainment
The
for Western $5,000 was pledged to finance it. munities is posing
an embankment
Following are some excerpts
new problems
Coakley,
operator
Jim
of the for your
Mss Kennedy crawled out a urday by Henry Ward, chairman of the Kentucky State Kentucky.
street and road opera- taken from a Booklet t:iy Walter
Kentucky
VilDam
window of the car and a passerby
"I have long known," said boat dock at
Wiesman, U-2 rocket expert who
tions.
Parks Commission.
took her to a farm house, where
Ward,"of the tremendous interest lage, pledged $1,000 voluntarily
came to this county from Gerbuild
on
a
be
amphitheater
will
the
before
.site
selectWard said the
was
"This conference offers subjects many in 1945, and might well apshe called to the home of her sisThat has been shown by the people Friday
for discussion that are pertinent ply to our city.
ter, for someone to come after wooded site between the beach area and the shelter of Murray and the Kenlake area ed.
"It
make
difference
doesn't
any
to the transportation problems
her.
in the Koduction of dramatic
The basic responsibilities of
house, overlooking the lake.
where the amphitheater is built," that local officials come up against active
Miss Kennedy was taken toFulworks on a large Scale.
citizenship are:
through
Paul
Mrs.
he
said.
be
"It
a
will
made
tourist
announcement
atwas
His
day after day. In -the interest of a
"When the governor announced
ton Hospital, where she is suf1. We must be informed.
traction
Western
for
entire
thebetter
system
of
fering with a 10-inch cut on the Westpheling of Fulton, who is a consultant to Gov. Bert that he would build an amphihighways, 2. We must be capable of evalthroughout Kentucky, / urge each 'uating information received.
face, and injuries of the eye, nose
theater in the Western Kentucky Kentucky area."
Western
potential
of
tourist
Combs
developing
the
in
Appearing
before
a
meeting
of
of you to attend and to bring with
and neck.
area, I felt obligated to do every3.. We must be willing to act,
Kentucky.
thing possible and to help all I the Murray Chamber of Com- you those among your associates based on the conclusions drawn
Her car was demolished.
Thursday,
merce
Mrs.
Westphelwho share your concern in the from...our—evaluations.
could."
Mrs. Westpheling praised the who vie' ' seven,' sites in the
ing received an enthusiastic en- matters to be discussed," Ward
citizens and public officials
Ward urged Western Kentucky
speed with which the plan was lake area Thursday and Friday.
dorsement of the project.
concluded.
should know all the facts before
contractors to help speed the proadopted. It was put before the
Ward said a lake front site was
Jim Johnson, secretary of the
making decisions and know and
parks commission only last week. chosen so that it could be used ject in presenting plans to the de- Murray Chamber of Commerce,
practice the principles of democFULTON aril- wrks
Ward rapidly put teams into ac- for water sports events as well as partment of parks.
and Holmes Ellis, president, ofracy.
Ervin Sheffer was injured in a tion locating the site, -studying for outdoor drama.
The department has nearly fered the help of the organization
The Fulton City Bulldogs trimThe seven national crimes quottwo-car collision Friday after- architectural drawings and planfinancing
in
the
raising
in
and
architect's
location
selecting
the
at
completed
"In
med the Ballard Memorial Bomb- ed by Wiesman could well
drawings of
noon, when he pulled out in front ning an early construction schedbe conKentucky Lake State Park," he the proposed amphitheater, and bringing recreational activities to ers 69-58 at LaCenter Tuesday sidered far serious
of another car, driven by Charles ule.
thought among
said, "we reviewed the population any contractor in the area who the area.
night. Fulton moved to a 31-32 our citizens. They are:
Ferguson, according to Fulton poHe revealed the site after a con- figures of the area and recognized wants to join the department of
Meanwhile, Kermit
Hunter, advantage in the first half and
1. I don't think
lice.
sultation Friday with Edward V. that the Kenlake area is midway parks in discussing plans for the playwright, has been doing re2. I don't know
Mr. Sheffer was admitted to Fox, commissioner of state parks; between Paducah and Hopkins- construction should get in touch search on a Western Kentucky were never in serious trouble af3. I don't care
Hillview Hospital. Mr. Ferguson Tom Nelson, director of the Plan- ville and near enough to all the with Ward or Fox immediately.
historical drama, with emphasis ter that time. Don -Burnette
4. I am to busy
was not injured.
ning Division of the parks system, recreational facilities in the area
Mrs. Westpheling said she has on the life and accomplishments racked up 19 points for Fulton's
5. I "leave well enough alone"
Both cars were damaged.
and Don Pinegor, park planner, to be accessible to the greatest received enthusiastic
response of Alben W. Biltkley.
best scoYing effort.
(Continued on page eight)

Fulton Draws
Hickman County
In Tourney Play

Jaycee Safety
Belt Month To
Be Observed

Upton Has Charge
Of Rotary Program

Corporation Known As Twin Cities'
Youth, Incorporated Is Formed Here

LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS

Fulton Man Employed Al Union
City Chased;,Sc...cra! Ecmbings.

I

Scrapbook Presented
For Awards Contest

Miss Kennedy
Injured In Auto
Wreck Monday

Ervin Sheffer Hurt
In Two-Car Collision

Attends Funeral
Of Two Relatives

Amphitheatre To Be Built At Kentucky Lake Near Murray

Local Officials
Asked To Attend
Road Conference

-•

Travel By Rail: 6 to 14 Times Safer!
Congratulations to the Illinois
Central's Kentucky Division, honored
Monday night with the award of the
President's Cup for its remarkable
safety performance record during
••
1961.
.
In his remarks at Monday's presentation at Paducah, I. C. President
Wayne Johnson pointed with justifiable pride to the safety record of the
Illinois Central system in general, as
well as the Kentucky Division in particular. This is a bright spot indeed, in
these days of terrible and tragic highway and airline disasters which often
cause grave concern to the family
traveler. Said President Johnson:
"On the Illinois Central, in addition to our employe safety program
we have a good record in passenger
safety. We have not had a fatality to a
passenger in a train accident since December 21, 1956. In fact, in the past
20 years, we have had only five passenger fatalities. The National figriites

that compare railroad with the airline
and highway travel clearly reveal the
high degree of rail safety. The latest
figures reveal there were 33 passenger deaths on railroads in 21 billion
passenger miles, a ratio of 0.16 deaths
per 100.million passenger miles. On
domestic scheduled airlines there
were 326 deaths in 32 billion passenger milos, a ratio of 1.01 deaths. Thus
travel by rail was more than six times
safer than travel by air. As for as
highway travel was concerned, there
were 24,600 persons killed, or a ratio
of 2.2 deaths per 100 million passenger miles, which is a death rate 14
times as great as travel by railroad.
"I_ hope I do not sound boastful,
but I am immensely proud of the fact
that this railroad since the end of
World War II has received 30 awards
from the National Safety Council.
Etach of those awards measures a definite achievement of Illinois Central
people working together."

A *Word To Our Subscribers - It's getting expensive when newspapers to have to pay 10c for a "returned' issue mailed to a subscriber
who is no longer at the address he is
gupposed,to be.
In other words, when you move
and don't notify us-of your new address, the Post Office won't forward
your paper to you (even if they know
your new,address): they send the copy
back to us and charge us-10c for doing it. H they know your new address
they send it to us, but they won't forward the panel'to you.
We want all of our subscribers to
get every issue of the paper they have
paid for, of course, and will do every-

thing within reason to ,see that you
get it. However, we must ask your
coopertion in letting us know when
you are about to change your address.
If your paper should be returned to
us marked 'moved—left no address",
we have no choice but to stop it immediately in order to avoid paying
10c a week sending it out and back to
ourselves until we find out your new
address.
So if you are moving, please
help us to help you continue getting
your paper without interruption. You
can let us know weeks in advance of
the change-over date: we'll make the
change as directed, when directed.

There Is No Substitute For Personal Visits

-

We were right amused at the remark of former President Eisenhowerlast week, when, on a TV program,
he expressed the opinion that in the
not-too-distant future, political candidates running for the Presidency may
be able to do all of their campaigning
over TV and eliminate the wearisome
trek back and forth across the nation
talking to people personally, and letting the Voters see them personally.
We submit that much a thing as
this is absurd, and that there will
never be a substitute for personal appearances, hand-shaking and personal
contract.
This business of running things
by push-buttons and remote control
.an go so far but not, we submit, when
human beings are involved. One cannot izet a reaction out of human be-

ings in this Democracy with push buttons and televised appeals nearly as
well as by personal contact, although
TV admittedly is a fine supplementary medium for airing political debates.
The Armed forces of our county,
too, would like to be able to rely on
push-buttons to wage a war, if one
becomes necessary, but that, too, is
wishful thinking dangerous to carry
too fir or to depend on too much. It
takes manpower, personally on the
ground, to physically conquer and occupy an area, no matter how much
auxiliary help has been afforded by
artillery, missiles or drone airplanes.
Ike's wishful thinking to the
contrary, there is no substitute for
personal contact: the only real method
by which one human being can evaluate another.

Stamp Out Road Lice
1195r—

-

Some of our civic organizations
influx of visitors. In short order,
are becoming quite indignant that town budgets have been balanced "traffic traps" are being operated in
mostly by "soak-the-stranger" traffic
the state. Well they might be. In the
arrests.
Kentucky was faced with,a simieyes of AAA motor clubb thi oughout lar problem several years ago. More
the country. Kentucky is labeled the
than a few constables were engaged
number one "traffic trap" state.
Most Kentuckians are solidly be- in what they liked to call "traffic
hind the state's program to build its safety" campaigns. At $6 an arregt they found road patrolling to be a
tourist industry. Evidence Or this is
the wide approval give the $10 mil.---most lucrative activity.
But the Legislature pulled the
lion park bond issue in 1960. Further,
private capital, in sizeable chunks, rug froth their new-found gains. In
1958, traffic arrest fees were reduced
has been invested in tourist facilities
from
$6 to 50 cents and this proved
in all parts of Kentucky.
to
be
a
mortal blow. Perhaps a similar
Now, some of our police officers,
apparently with community approval, remedy should be applied to police officers paid on a fee basis.
have decided to take advantage of the
Kentucky has far too much at
THE FTJLTON COUNTY NEWS
stake to allow the "traffic traps" to go
unchecked. It is time for the LegisPAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHYT.ING
Editnrs and Publishers
lature to eradicate these road lice that
infest our highways.
Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
in 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
MP, Second
1958

plate

in

1951

and Honorable

Mention

In

Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 18t1.
address,
tddrcas all
mall (Subaeriptions. change of
'onus 3579 to Post Offlee Boo 410 Talton. RentlIct7
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"SELF - PUNISHMENT"
Hatred is self-punishment.
—Hosea Ballou •
There are no eyes so sharp as the
eyes of hatred.
—George Stillman Hillard
Years of love have been forgot in
the hatred of a minute.
—Edgar Allan Poe
Love must triumph over hate.
—Mary Baker Eddy

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by McFeattsrs

say was that the Union army
trudging south across Tennessee
numbered more than 80,000 men,
and that the Confederates . . .
even after jerking every available
man from every Southern state,
could muster hardly 40,000. Johns-

1

ton had already made his decision.
The next fight would be where he
chose, at Shiloh, when he was
ready and when the army under
Grant and Buell did not expect to
be jumped!
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"With reference to your request for a raise, Argyle, the
answer appears to be a categorical 'no'!"

FROM THE FILES:--•„gm
,

U. Turning Back The Clock-February 20, 1942

Sunday, Feb. 22, will be observed as Layman's Day in all Methodist churches of the Paris District. Preaching and quarterly conference dates for the second round
have been announced by Rev. Robert A. Clark, superintendent of the
Paris district.
Cayce got the better of an offensive struggle and took a one
point victory over Fulgham Tuesday night, the final score being
35 to 34. The game was close with
Cayce leading at the first qUarter
10-8, Fulgham leading at the half
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The Junior class of the South
Fulton school held its annual play
Friday night, presenting "ReadyMade Family," directed by Miss
Elsie Bruer, Junior class sponsor.
A popularity contest was also held
and the class made a profit of
$103, which will be used on the
annual Junior-Senior trip in May.
The group plans to visit New Orleans if war conditions permit.

r

21-20 and at the third period 2824, only to see the Tigers rally late
in the game. The Cayce B team
won 24 to 21.
Plans were announced last week
for the closing out sale and liquidation of the stock of the W. P.
Murrell Lumber Company. Many
values are being offered in lumber and those desiring to build or
repair will do well to consult with
this company before completing
their building plans.
Tommy James of Fulton was
among the eighteen men who were
recently pledged to Phi Mu Alpha,
national honorary music fraternity at Murray State College.
John Edward Brock, 72, prominent business man of Greenfield,
Tenn., died early Sunday morning
in the Fulton hospital from a
heart attack caused--by shock
which he suffered as a result of
an auto accident occurring on the
FultorA-Martin highway at 1:15
a. m. Sunday.

011ichism Jewell\
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We would like to extend a warm
welcome to Mrs. Ethelene Rogers
of 115 Fourth Street, a new corner to Fulton.
Mrs. Rogers comes to Fulton
from Mayfield.She has three small
children, a girl 3, a boy 2 and a
baby boy, six months old.
She hopes to get a baby-sitter
to keep the children while she
works at Siegel's in South Fulton.
She is 21 years old and a Baptist.

We hope for Mr. George James,
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt reour insuranceman, a very speedy
recovery. He is a patient in a Bap- turned home Monday night from
if visit with her sister, Mrs. Oris
tist Hospital.
Bondurant and Mr. Bondurant at
According to Plant -Life, The Fort Myers, Fla., and other points.
"Today. Show," one of TV's top
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Beadles of
'programs, will advertise "Ferry's" Monroe, La., joined them in
Brand packet seeds and Ferry- Montgomery, Ala., and accomMorse Gro-Kits in 1962. It has panied them to Florida.
constantly maintained a level of
The highlights of the trip were
quality programming to keep • its visits to Hialeah Park and the
world
audience informed of "'the
Sequarium in Miami and Cypress
of everything.Gardens in Silver Springs.
encouraged
to
will
be
Viewers
Enroute home they visited their
take advantage of a special preson, Dr. Mac Pewitt and family
mium offer, FM's Old Mexico
in Huntsville, Ala.
Garden Apron. Aprons may be
secured by sending 50 cents with
Mrs. Le;ter Betty, chairman of
end labels (or 59 cents price oval)
the South Fulton Polio Drive, anfrom two Ferry-Morse Gro-Kits
nounced today that a total of
to: Ferry-Morse Seed Co., Box 60,
$893.65 was contributed. She said
Reidsville, N. C., for each apron
she would like to thank all those
ordered. Offer expires May 31,
who had a part in making the
1962.
worthy drive a success.
We are glad to hear that Miss
Faye Harwood continues to improve at Baptist Hospital in Memphis.
Have you ever seen any of Mrs.
Georgia Bell's artistic work? She
has more beautiful things in her
home, which she has made all by
Vrself.
We were so glad to see Paul
Harwood of Chicago over the
weekend. The last time we saw
Paul, a former resident of this
city, he had taken a job in Alaska

SY

WILLIAM

Fourth week in February, 1862
One of the peculiar points to be
discovered from reading the papers printed during 1862 is that at
that time the people of the North
and of the South had not fully become sectionalized. The following
events came from the same newspaper.
In Baltimore two men were arrested for uttering loud and defiant secessionist sympathies. Two
men, named Black and Goodman,
had entered Col. Mann's Hotel. A
U. S. flag had been hanging in the
dining room. The two men tore
down the flag and threv, the
shreds of it into the street: They
were promptly arrested.
In Richmond two other men,
mined John Gould and Elias
Paulding, were sitting in a hotel
dining room when they began to
"Talk for Unionism." Paulding, an
ex-member of the 14th. Louisiana
Regiment said: "I like Abe Lincoln. I'll stand up for old Abe!"
The other man then said: "The
flag of the 'Union flew over Richmond, it will fly here again."
"Loud Mouth Treason," said the
Richmond ENQUIRER. "The men
got what they deserved. They
were arrested and caged."
And in the same paper was another report of Secessionist activity in Baltimore. Ladies of.Baltimore, said the ENQUIRER, had
sewn and embroidered with gold
and silk thread a banner which
they had made secretly and had
sent by "underground railroad" to
Richmond. The banner cost over
$2000, and was especially made
for the 1st. Maryland Regiment.
February 28, Richmond: J. J.
Pettigrew and A. P. Hill, both
colonels in the Confederate army,
were promoted to be Brigadiergenerals. (Both men would become famous, and A. P. Hill would
be one of Lee's best known lieutenants.)
Washington, February 27, 1862:
The Cdmittee on the Conduct of
the War'heard the evidence of exchanged Union officers who had
been captured at the disastrous
battle of Ball's Bluff the last
October.
(General Stone, who had been
in command at that battle, was
imprisoned by the Committee, but
was never really tried or convict-

H.

MeHENIST

ed. The Committee cared little
about Stone, but they did want to
implicate those over Stone. He was
released after several months.)
The evidence of Col. Lee, Union
officer captured at Ball's Bluff,
was: "Had General Stone moved
up the'men he had crossed at Edward's Ferry, they should have
attacked the rebels in the rear,
and could have whipped them."
Three of the officers said that
their Confederate captors had__
taunted them that their commander had "sold them." (Betrayed them).
In Washington the guards discovered that someone had placed
eighty pounds of powder under
one of the supports of the Chain
Bridge across the Potomac. The
affair lerved4.9 make the sentinels
more vigilant.
=
Baltimore, February 26, 1862:
"$300,000 ',Mirth of rebel tobacco
shipped fro d here tO Europe. The
tobacco was owned by pieties in
the rebel states, and 27 arrests
have been made . . . many of
those arrested are F. F. V's."
Out in Nashville, Tenn., the
great army of Gen. Buell was
firmly in charge, and Grant's army
was coming lig the Cumberland
and 'Tennessee rivers. It was only
another six weeks until the great
forces would meet head-on with
the Confederates at Shiloh.
Along the Mississippi south of
Cairo, the Illinois regiments were
headed toward New Madrid. Island No. 10, which was called a
"Little Gibralter" of the West,
would be forced to surrender or
evacuate.
Gen. Albert Sidney Johnston,
soon to lose his life at Shiloh, was
reviled in many Southern papers.
In Memphis the AVALANCHE,
like many other papers, had accused Johnston of misconduct or
worse. However, shortly after the
South lost Nashville to the North,
the AVALANCHE publicly apologized. "We have since been placed in possession of facts," said the
paper, "before unknown to us, and
still unknown to the Public, that
cannot fail to greatly relieve Gen.
Johnston from the popular judgement which has loudly and generally condemned his move in the
West."
What the Memphis papers could

Dewey Johnsor
All types of Insurance

SAVE ! GET our
PACKAGE DEA I
"Covering everything"
Phone Mk
Fulton, Ky.
422 Lake St.

Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 61 Years

100 Years Ago This Week
An Historical review of VHS CIVIL WAR DAY-BY-DAY
(Material is from publication of exactly ens hundred year. arc original
wording front references In the jib
of Congress, Washington. • Reporting
In the papers was usually very oue-eldeds we seek te be [Mr In enemas, and
aysaarue a national balance . .. ED).

Paul informed us that he only
stayed in Alaska for two weeks.
When he got his first psi check he
headed back to Chicago,4here he
has, been working since.
Paul was stationed in a lonely
place near the Russian border. It
was dark all the time, and there
was no place to go. In fact, he
never had to get out of the building. After a week of this, he
found it rather depressing, he
said.

• Large Display •
* Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
FULTON
CALL 124

J. B. MANS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.
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Looking for Car Accessories?
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Repairs?...or Service?
Whatever you need—tires or a tune-up. . . battery
... seat-covers ... paint job—help is right at your
fingertips when you do your shopping the easy
Yellow Pages way

Let your fingers
do the walking!
Save time ... steps ... trouble. For your car needs
—or any products or services you want—he a smart
shopper. Look first in the Yellow Pages. Read the
ads ... get the facts ... find it fast.

SMART SHOPPERS
LOOK FIRST IN THE

Yellow
Pages
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John: Why the big "Beware of .Page
Dog" sign?
Roy:'He doesn't BITE. We just
have the sign so nobody will step
on him!"
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$15,000 Income Forecast For
Average U. S. Family In 2002

This is the season of the year
to begin caring for your shrubs
and also for pIjinting or moving
abose, from their present location
that you didn't get around to last
fall. The lack of proper pruning of
landscpae shrubs may well cause
the loss of some varieties. There
are some right and wrong methods
of pruning. Certain species require
very special care, whereas others
need an altogether different type
treatment.

First mosquito: "Why are you
limping this morning?" -Second mosquito: "I came out
The average family's annual inTelephones will have astonishthrough the screen door and
come', in terms of today's purchas- ing Tnrn Swift sfeatures, with piestrained myself."
ing . power, will increase to
ait lure screens to snow who's at the
With JIM PRYOR
•Danny Metollum to Virginia $15,000 by 2002. Victory ovilr the other enn of the line. You won't
AgrliMftral Ageet, noels (mind Itallovni
Alexander, after reading the sign —common col/I will then be history. dial numbers "just say thorn
"Loans On Your Signature" at the About 35 no lion Americans—one aloud,. aild.fhe plinrie will do all
Keeping the Farm Home
out of every ten—will live in Cali- the rest, f'ottimunications.satellib s
Friendly Finance.
shapes. sizes and national- ;
fornia. Population of San FuarieN- of
About everyone enjoys a beau"I guess we can't borrow enough. eo, Chicago. and Detroit areas will ities will circle the earth.. I.owt•
tiful home e • '• rurroundings that
Here are a few special ases:
money to get married until one have doubWI.,ind that, of MON,- altitude
atellites v.jll pick up -are not only pleasing to the eye, Spirea, fqrsythia and other spring
of._ us learns to write!"
nen° nit'
inAitan New Ynrk will have ri
and delker them.
but at the same time present a flowering shrubs should be pruned
tilt'
I:
lab r
150 percent to about 25 million.
they pie:
sense of warm welcome a all sea- immediately after flowjng. It- is is
part of the 1.vorld
to
sons of the year. One of the best done during the winter, the
Organ
Organ:
1\4r.
"I
"“JITIC if
•
tire
These
'
said we're nut going, out tonight
ways to know such a place when branches which hold the flower
of Ilmbert (),Brien in -I. nit y
•'1!•;;' tht'
;
and that's semi-final!'
you pass or enter, is to see beauti- buds will be destroyed. Shrubs
!,t in. it
KENTUCKY'S FEBRUARY FOSTER CHILD OF THE
from Noiv," an artiel.• it the
MONTH,for the first time a mentally-retarded child, Is greeted
such as crape myrtle, vetax and
dm'slionl fortieth anniversary
ruary
r;•• ..wcather
c,
!,/,
Eddie: "Daddy,--Why
by Gov. Bert Combs as a send-off in efforts to locate a foster
white hydrangea will ,put on new
niair.temwee ,linps. space tcrn.n.▪ . of Reader's I)ii.te•t.
pri
roar?
for
home
Richard
Butler,
him.
parents
whose
dead,
15,
are
is
wood in the spring, and bloom in
the United States Will bt• IllOrt. in- als n;r d; en--1,ate voyar,,
ti.;
a patient at the Kentucky Training Home In Frankfort. The
•!; Father: "I don't know, son."
the summer, this makes winter
dietrialized, more ...urbanized than no,nn arid the planets.
Kentucky Department of Child Welfare selected Richard as the
Eddie:
"Daddy,
why
does
the
pruning permissable. To make
EllaY l
ever.
IT:Itl.rfqin, pie(
:rtIpp'.1•
foster child of the month in cooperation with the State Division
moon shine?"
evergreens attractive for next
Come to the
and freiJ ht rini,) cross the nati;ii,
of Mental Retardation. Psychologists at the Training Home
Father:
"I
don't
know,
son."
If
trend
the
toward
shorto
r
winter, prune just before growth
say Richard Is well-behaved,self-sullicient and friendly.
,thrntigh nne,imatic
Eddie: Daddy. am I bothering working hours continues, the eluctrnme St
begins in the spring, usually
n.ing devices„,1, guide
you
with
'question's?"
my
average
worker
will
put
in
a
28March and early April are the
shipment: through the
*Father:
"Not
at
all,
son.
You'll
hourweek.
,
He'll
take
three-clay
months for the job. Some have alLET'S LAUG-11
never learn anything if you don't week-ends, four-week vacations
ready pruned their evergreens
t11111111111;11111i.iili111-114111
lllIllIIlIIlllflhliIlIIlIIlllIil ask."
with pay. Machines will maintain
Contrary to ininular
which is alright.
Na- the nation's productivity. There tural Bridge, near Slade. /Ky., was
From The 11. 7. -Seeds, nadl"
Bushy 'branches near the center
be
"From The EMS Kennell"
millions
more.
youngsters
not ca.rved by stream erosion but
Tom: "It is bad luck to have a cat
Daffynishun: Doughnut—,a perof camellia plants often harbor
10144 AIR CONDMONED
•to -educate, millions more workers by the action of wind, mist, rain
son crazy about money.
The French Club met for its follow you?"
scale insects. These insects are ofto employ, millions more oldsters and frost on the soft limestone
-Dick: 'That depends on whether
• FREE PARKINS
ten overlooked and are very de- regular monthly meetings on Jantc; support and assimilate.
under the hard capst,
you're a man or a mouse."
structive. Low hanging branches uary 17 and December 8.
I won't discard my favorite suit;
• PRIEM IN IYUY ROOM
For
the
December meeting,
also cause a scale problem, as well
I'll wear it though it's thin—
Jerry Travis: "I got a 100 in
as interfering with sanitary mea- which was held in the Carr EleAS long as it can be let out
—SEE—
• 1 PINE RESTAURANT'
mentary
music
room, Linda Whit- school today, Dad!"
sures necessary to control camellia
Enough to let me in.
nel and Bob Anderson sang a
Father:
flower
blight.
"Why
The
lower
that's
branches
wonderful!
• CHILDREN UND1FA 14 FRil
will always need attention for this French Christmas carol, and a In nhat subject?"
recording of L'enfance du Christ,
Jerry: "I got 60 in English and
reason.
A special session of the Legis• ISIS FEET PROM MEMPHIS'
FOR
a work for chorus and orchestra 40 in history!"
DOWNTOWN AIRPORT
lature -changed the residence reIn pruning nandinas, select the by Hector Berlioz, was played.
quirement for the Kentucky's vetFARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• COMPLETELY REMODELED
tallest canes and remove them at Arm Bowers and Linda Whitnel
Carrol Schrader walks in the erans bonus in September 1960.
FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
ground level.
translated French stories from La
Prior
to
then
a
claimant had to
Jeunesse, a monthly French lang- schoolhouse with a bushel of ap"
FARM LOANS
prove
he
was
a
legal
resident of
ples—
Now is also the time to fertilize uage magazine.
OFFICE l'iltrst. 5
21).
the young shade trees. Use 1-4 to
xi'. STREET
Joan Fuller: "Uh-htth, she didn't Kentucky on Nov. 3, 1959. The
Linda Whitnel was the hostess
special session removed that re1-2 pounds 5-10-5 for each 2 inch- of the pot-luck
supper for 'the do her homework again."
FULTON, KENTUCKY
quirement.
Claimants
living outes in diameter knee high for trees January meeting. Miss Ann
Wilside Kentucky may now quality.
under 12 inches. Place this ferti- liams told of her
travels in Prance
lizer a minimum of 12 inches and illustrated-her
talk with slides
deep and well away from the tree and post cards
of Paris and the
, W.
stem. A rule of thum is to go rad Versailles. Ann
stated that her
as far as the branches extend.for most memorable'
experience was
placement. On older trees, you seeing the elaborate
and extenmay want to combine the tree sive gardens
NAM a. 11117/11111.
Moo
of the Versailles.
MO.INA*
RADII
plantfood with the grass top dressing, if so, add 25 pounds per tree
HOM! '
THI FAMOUS
and punch holes around the tree
6 to 8 inches deep and well out
again from the tree stem. This
will need to be wet in immediately after application. It is best to
From the I 115 Kennel!"
divide the fertilizing on the larger
The National Merit. Scholartrees one-half now and the other
ship Program is a nation-wide
halt' in the fall.
search for students to demonstrate
extraordinary ability to benefit
FEATURING
from a college education.
CHARCOAL &ROILED SPECIALTIES
Home News la The News
Participants in the Merit ComMON. TUES. IVED THUR. 8 to 6
petition are not considered for
m11111:11111:11!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIImmgrominiginiasfilllIIIIIIIIIMIllill111111111111111111111111!1111111111Ill11101111,111T7I1111111111lIfill11111111111111111111111111
1 9r special
—
scholarships awarded by
FRIDAY 8-7
SAT. 8-9
private organizations through the
FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM
,
facilities of NMSC. Many colleges
and universities use the National
Merit Scholarship Qualifying test
to help them select students who
RIB
are to receive financial aid.
END
CUT
Students who plan to complete
their school work in 1963 and enLB.
ter college the same calendar year
are eligible for the scholarships to
be awarded in the eight, annual
TOPPY BRAND
LB. I BOSTON BUTTS
LB. I
program. Generally, these students are second-semester juniors
or first-semester uniorszrstsemester seniors, but aaaents
who are eligible may take the
LEAN MEATY
LB. I PURE PORK
1962 NMSQT regardless of their
3 LB. BAG. I LEAN FRESH GROUND
high school classification.
The test. will be taken March 6,
1962, about 9:00 a—m. to 12:00
p. m. There will be thirty-three
students taking the test.
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French Club Holds
Regular Meetings
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72.erit Test Detects
Outstanding Students
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OUR QUALITY IS HIGH—OUR PRICES LOW
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Stores
'Hours

•

PORK CHOPS

NOTICE

SLICED BACON . . 39c I PORK ROAST .. 49c

1962 City Auto Tags now on sale at City

SPARE RIBS.. .49c I SAUSAGE .

Clerk's Office. Deadline is March 1.
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irs
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FHS Student Has Poem
Sent To State Magazine
"From The FHS Kennell"
Danny Carver, a senior at Fulton High, has written a poem entitled, "Department on Times
Journey." The poem describes
how rapidly we pass through life
and the changes we undergo. This
poem was submitted to Mrs. Burrow, his English teacher who sent
it to the Kentucky English Council Bulletin. This is a magazine
published four times each year by
the Kentucky Council of English
teachers. The spring issue contains
poems and prose written by high
school students.
Danny likes writing and has
written twelve or fifteen poems in
Iambic pentameter (five beats to
each line). He prefers blank verse,
for he feels he can express himself
better in this medium. He haealso
written several
short stories
which he plans to submit to different magazines.
Home News In The News

The elegant straight bourbon than;
aged twice as 1011g as a IDE of others.
Enjoy extra years of mellowness
at no extra cost.

S. P. MOORE & CO.
207 Commercial

Phone 58

JAMES HAZELWOOD
UAL KILLEBREW

311418 BOURN 11111SIEY • 8 YEARS ND • N.8 INN
INAM SAAR /SONS INC.. PEORIA, WNW

—Slip Covers; seat covers
—Upholstering (all kinds:
modern and antique
—Draperies
—Awnings, tarpaulins

OLEO

. 99c Ground Beef Lb. 39c

MERIT
LB.

VELVEETA

RED - LARGE

1

CHEESE 2 Lb. Box ..89c KW SYRUP

LB.

. . 29c

10

BIG VA1U REG. or DRIP

COFFEE .
BEANS

•

•

GREAT NORTHERN or PINTO

LB. 55c
Bag 39c

CREAM 1-2 Gal.
i
I ii'
jFOOD • . in

ki
r

.

Pork and Beans or Hominy
RED

U. S. NO. 1

2 303 CANS

.. ▪

FLOUR . .

No. 300 CAN
12 CANS

49c

I MORTON'S CHERRY or PEACH

BLACK EYE PEAS . . 2c PIES .
ALPINE PLAIN or S. R.

BUSH'S

RED 10 LB

GRAPES . . 2 Lb. 29c POTATOES
KITCHEN KRAFT

C'

3 22oz. $1.00

. . 5 Lb. 49c MAZOLA OIL Pint . . . 47c

SEED BLUE TAG CERTIFIED

POTATOES 100 Lb. Bag

SWEET YELLOW

$3.95 ONION SETS . . . 2 Lbs. 25c

Miss Wilson To
Wed Mr. Burnette

Better Enforcement Of Regulations
Relating To Trucks Results In Revenue
Better enforcement of the regulations relating to registration and
weight tags of trucks operating in
Kentucky resulted in $150 000 in
:','11S11111111SUSH11111:e'!'

additional revenue paid into the
State Road Fund during 1961,
Motor Transportation Commissioner Foster Ockerman has re-

I!

NOTICE

The engagement of Miss Betty
Carol Wilson of Crutchfield to
Sonny Burnette of Hickman was
announced today by her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. William Neal Wilson
of Crutchfield. He is the son of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Broughe
Burnette of Little Rock, Ark.
The wedding vows will be exchanged March 17 in the home of
the bride's maternal grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Henry, South
Fulton.
*Miss Mary Lois Tyne of near
Fulton and Alvin Jean Damron
of Memphis, cousin of the bride,
will be' the only attendants.

BROWN ON FACULTY
Donald Brown, son of •Mrs. Russell Brown of Cayce, has accepted
a position on the faculty of North
Marshall High School. He is teaching chemistry, general science and
algebra. He recently received his
E: B. A. degree at Murray State college.

s
City of Fulton, Kentucky has for sale one
10 DX 30 L. ft. steel storage tank capacity
16,000 gal.

ported in his department's annual
report to Gov. Bert Combs
• This figure represents only revenue directly attributable to citations issued by the Department of
Motor Transportation, Ockerman
said, and does not take-into account increased registration fees
received as a result of the-trucking industry's awareness of the
enforcement program.
One widespread violation had
been the practice of buying
weight tags authorizing a low
gross weight and then operating
with much heavier loads, Ocker-71 man said.

3

Those interested in buying this tank contact City Manager, City Hall. This Tank can
be seen directly across street from City pump
house on Burton Avenue.
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• Everybody Buys Their
Mrs. W. B. Landrum, Field Worker of Woman's Division of Christian Service of the Board of Missions will • Bras at Dotty's
be the guest speaker at the twenty-second Annual Dis- • Your Bra
Headquarters

trict Meeting of the Woman's Society of Christian Service to be held in the First Methodist Church, Fulton,
Kentucky on March 1, 1962.
Sandra Coates was the guest of Norman P-TA were hostesses to
honor at a birthday bunking party Valentine parties for the children
on her 13th birthday Friday. The of each of the six grades at Terryparty was given by her parents,. Norman school last Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Coates. AfRefreshments, carrying out Ile
ter a weiner roast the group went Valentine motif, were served, atto Wingo for skating.
ter which the Valentines were exchanged in each room.
The Intermediate and Junior
Training Union classes of the
Room mothers of the West FulRiceville Baptist Church enjoyed ton P-TA entertained the younga skating party at the Wingo ring sters of Carr Elementary, grades
on Friday, Feb. 16 at 7:30. Cha- one through six, at Valentine
perones for the occasion were Mr. parties last Wednesday afternoon.
and Mrs. D. M. Merryman and
Delicious refreshments were
Mrs. John Clayton.
served. Afterwards Alentirres
were passed out to the children.
A large crowd attended the
Sock Hop at South Fulton gym
Mrs. Annabelle Edwards has
Tuesday night. The dance was been named Red Cross Home Serstaged to raise funds for the vice advisor,succeeding Mrs. MorSouth Fulton Heart Fund.
gan Omar.
We are glad to hear that Mr.
Dr. R. V. Putnam, of Fulton.
Sam Jones is improving after un- Ky., is among those registered for
dergoing surgery in a Memphis the 39th annual Southeastern Eduhospital.
cational Congress of Optometry.
February 25-27, at the DinkierMrs. Jewell McClain returned to Plaza Hotel in Atlanta.
her home in Fulton Monday after recuperating in the home of a
friend in Jackson, following surgery at-Fulton Hospital.
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Tie Greatest SBO

•
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DEATHS

• When all eyes ore on you, 'o LA 6; be happier because you're
7.7—..A.W11.11=1111
wearing SHO-Form's SHO-STOPPER! Beauty plus a new nonMrs. Edward Ray Hailey was
.
stop comfort feature . . . the breathc-easiest contour band,
witfi elastic inserts to follow your every move with action and
hostess on Feb. 7 to a miscellane• ease. We've stopped at nothing to make this the finest . .
ous shower honoring Miss Nancy
Mrs. Mattie E. Watts, widow of
the circular stitched cups ore fully lined . . . they mold and
O'Mar, who became the bride of
• lift your figure smoothly, assuring a softly rounded look. In
Charles Glenn Hailey on Feb. 10. Ed Watts, died at 11 p. m. Monbroadcloth.
finer
day at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
•
A group of M. Livingston em- Robert Travis,.Water Valley. She
•
ployees and their wives enjoyed was 85.
Survivors include a sister, Mrs.
a dinner at Reelfoot Lake Saturday night. Those attending in- Lula Crider, Mayfield, and several
cluded Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Lili- nieces and nephews.
Funeral services were conducted
ker and Dianne, Mr. and Mrs.
at 2 p. m. Wednesday at Little
Charles Elliott, Mr. and Mrs.
Marshall Bondurant and Mr. and Obion Baptist Church, with the
Rev. Charles Brinkley officiating.
Mrs. Jerry Hopkins.
Burial was in the church cemeIT'S NEW DOTTY HAS IT)111000
tery.
Members of the Tuesday night
club was entertained last week by 1.1111111Mgmgmimiggv
John Joe Campbell. One visitor,
Mrs. Joe Sanders, was included in
the two tables of players.
Mrs. Felix Gossurn, Jr. we high
scorer and Mrs. Charles Binford
second high.

•

Mrs. Mattie Watts

THURSDAY-FRIDAY- SATURDAY

•

•

•

•
•
•(IF
•
•
•

Catalina and Rugby Sweaters, Men's, 1 table
$5.00
BOYS' SPORT SHIRTS, ONE TABLE
$1.00
Men's $2.98 White Shirts, one Table _ _
_ $1.49
Men's Dress Shoes, Broken sizes, Val's to S12.98
$5.00
ALL MEN'S DRESS HATS NOW REDUCED TO _ _ HALF-PRICE

THE LEADER STOW
434 Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

BIG OPENING!
TODAY (THURSDAY,) FEBRUARY 22nd

•

***

DARI- CREAM
SANDWICH SHOP
West State Line

Fulton, Ky.

SANDWICHES OF ALL KINDS—MALTS—SHAKES—DRINKS

Come All - - - Tell Your Friends
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT OF

BILLY GILBERT

Mrs. Bill Holland was hostess to
a Valentine tea last Tuesday afternoon in honor of Mrs. Donald
Cherry. Mrs. Cherry was the delegate from the Bennett Homemakers Club to the 50th session of
Farm and Home Week held in
Lexington.
Room mothers

of

the Terry-

HOSPITAL NEWS
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Taylor McKinney, Fulton,
Tommy Dublin, Fulton, Willis
Bivens, Clinton, Miss Joyce Hale,
Fulton, Mrs. W. T. Bowden, Water Valley, Mrs. Boyd Casey, Water Valley, Ronald Gossum, Water Valley, Otis Bizzle, Fulton, Joe
Milam, Fplton, Henry Underwood,
Fulton, Mrs. Ella Mae Coleman,
Union City, Mrs. Bill Melton,
Dukedom, Mr. Clarence Gray,
Water 'Valley, Mrs. James Sparks,
Fulton, Paul Brockwell, RtlIton,
Jill Mann, Fulton, Mrs. Mae
Byars, Dukedom, and Mrs. Alvin
Ray Smith of Fulton.
JONES HOSPITAL
Mrs. Russell Sellars and baby,
Sandra Grissom, Mrs. 'da Craig,
R. E. King, Edwin Higgins, Marion
Higgins, Mrs. W. J. McKinney's
Mrs. Lee Ella Jonakin, Mrs. C. C.
Croft, Mrs. Elbert Sanders, Tillman Cooley, Mrs. Nanney Watts,
all of Fulton; Mrs. Eldred Choate
of Gleason; E. J. Jones of Dukedom; T. J. Griffith, Palmersville;
J. M. Hart, Wingo and Mrs. James
Steele and baby of Memphis.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Lewis Burke, Fulton, Route 3;
Mrs. Roy Bard, Fulton, Route 1;
Mrs. Roy Howell, Fulton, Route 1;
Robert Martin, Clinton, Route 4;
Joyce McDaniel, Fulton, Route 2;
Mrs. Walter Smith, Fulton, Route
1: R. E. Taylor, Fulton, Route 5;
Janet Myatt, Clinton, Route 4: W.
W. Koonce, Wingo, Route I; Mrs.
Phil Parker, Fulton; Mrs. Harlan
Cravens and son, Fulton, Mrs.
Ronald Morgan, Fulton; Elizabeth
Russell, Clinton, Route 1; Cecil
Easley, Fulton; Mrs. Charlie Bone,
Hickman, Route 4; Mrs. Sam Patterson, Martin; C. W. Carpenter,
Wingo, Route 1: Mrs. J. C. Morris, Clinton Route 3; Mrs. Nellie
Johnson Fulton; Mrs. Walter Corum Crutchfield; Mrs. Callie Puckett, Clinton, Route 1; Doc Poole,
Uuion City: Mrs. Anna Mae
Hardy, Union City, Route 4; Mrs.
Guy Yates, Water Valley, Route
2; Mrs. L. P Yates, Fulton; Paul
Cathey Water Valley; Mrs. Pearl
Cooper, Fulton, Route 1; Mrs. L.
H. Howard, Fulton and Miss Lillian Kennedy, Fulton.

Ava !able $2
00
n
Your Size

LADIES
DRESSES

$4.66
* Petite Sizes
" Misses Sizes
* Half Sizes
Solid Colors and prints
" Short sleeves
* Short sleeves
" Push-up sleeves
3-4 Sleeves

NEW SPRING

HATS
1;99
4.99
* Large Assortment of Styles
* Straws - Flowers and
Other Materials

ir). m.(Lilo
a.i.w.m.i.1 1•1 .1 1Nr.1 mat
1 1 1:1 1 1 1 1,1 S1 1•1 1to
1 1 1 .1 1res
MICAI I ILIMINIL
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Kentuckians may renew their
driver licenses during the month
prior to their birth month as well
as during their birth month. under a new regulation of the State
Department of Public Safety.

The total fall enrollment, including full-time and part-time
time students, in Kentucky's 24
accredited senior colleges and 10
accredited junior colleges-was 10.9
per cent higher this year than
last.

4- PIECE PLACE SETTING

pulling one of the biggest upsets
I of the season in West Tennessee.
The Red Devils defeated seventh-ranked Dresden 62-58, ending a 27-game win streak for the
fatter.
Trimble gained the semi-finals
of the 28th District meet at Troy
by edging past stubborn Ridgley
South Fulton gained the finals 55-52 in other West Tennessee
of the District 27 Tournament at tournament action Friday night.
Palmersville, Tenn., Friday night,
South Fulton gained the finals

South Fulton
Pulls Major
Cage Upset

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CURRIER
and IVES print
Dinnerware

SHOPAl

A&P COUPON
FON
aE

FM:AVERS
WEEK!

Clip and Save!

TO. 4

.OF
4 PIECE PLACE SETTING

CURRIER & PIES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
I ip

Shank Portion

(WHOLE, HALF
OR BUTT PORTION

DURING
Clip and Save!

Smoked HAMS
49')
lb.
Lb. 3

JOIN MI COLIIIMATIONI OUR SMUTS
WILL AMOUNT TO IXTRA TIMM TOR YOU,

U. S. D.A. Inspected FRYING

PRINT DINNERWARE

CHICKEN

Only 99c With This Coupon

COUPON GOOD FEB. 22 Thrii MAR 3
•

Dresden (58)-Glover 16, R. scoring with 10 points. Dan Sharp
Hawks 3, Winstead 6, Gardner 17, hit 14 for Mayfield.
Cashon 8, Parker 2, J. Hawks 6.
Fulton City
16 32 46 6' •
Mayfield
, 12 25 34 4
Fulton City (68)-Burnett 20
FULTON 68, MATIFIELD 47
l9 Co-vtrigtorr 13, Beadle
The Fulton City Bulldog., de- A'lk
feated the Mayfield Cardinals by a 10, Stokes q.
score of 68-47 heer Friday night.
Mayfielt, (47) -Sharp 14, D
Fulton, playing one of its best ,
games this season, took a 32-25 Wright 11. Stone 7, K. Wright 6
Smith 2, flotlins 2, Fields 4
lead in the first half.
Don Burnette led the Bullihig Arnett 1.

SUPER RIGHT-12 TO 16-LB.

•

•
•
•

against Union City, 85-44 winner
over Martin Friday night.
David Brann paced the Red
Devils attack with 2t) points while
Ronnie Winston chimed in with
17.
SO. FULTON 62, DRESDEN 58
South Fulton .... 21 35 50 62
Dresden
17 36 42 58
South Fulton (62)-Winston 17,
Isbell 6, Peebles 6, Hardy 5, Brann
26, Colley 2.

NO PURCHASE REQUIRED
REDEEMABLE AT A&P FOOD STORE IN
FULTON, Y.

(Cut-Up,)
Split or
Whole
Quartered
Lb.
lb. 31c

SUPER RIGHT-TOP QUALITY SLICED BEEF

Liver( )

Lb

SUPER RIGHT PURE,PORK LINK

350 Sausage

SWIFT PREMIUM 3 TO 5-LB SMOKED

Lb.„590

SUPER RIGHT ALL MEAT SKINLESS

Tongues
59( Wieners (2
Beans 'Z'cia
37€ Pole
Grapefruit Fr.lonrkida
45€ Green Onions

95c) 1-Lk:

Lb

EXTRA SPECIAL!
Apartment size electric range
Other electric ranges, from
Gas ranges, from
__
Nice couch and 2 chairs; fine for-office
Platform rockers, from
Coffee and end tables
Nice chifferobe
_
Living room suites, from
Refrigerators, from
_
Bedroom suites, like new, from
9x 12 Rugs _

$47.50
$57.50
$57.50
$50.00
$7.50
$12.50
$19.95
$27.50
$35.00
$80.00
$ 5.95

Wade's Used Furniture Store
"Trade with Wade and Save
217 Main Street
Phone 478

111=11111111=11101111111IIMMI
'
••••••
•••••...

••••

JANE PARKER ENRICHED

Bread

Ea

)

JANE PARKER

Cherry Pie('17)

E

49€
164

Lb.

-8
4
25

Fresh
Tender
U. S. No, 1
Michigan

White Potatoes

for
ncr es

49`
19c
69C

WISCONSIN AGED CHEDDAR

59€ Peaches tz.
429o: 97(4
350
Cream Cheese
Wisk Liquid 710 41€ REYNOLDS
Handy Andy
370 WRAP
Toilet Soap
2 29r maxwelll House Instant Coffee( 82`
3 89
SKY shortening Deal)3 82 stokelys Tomato Juice
27°
ftokelyys Fsoarudehr?roakul:imas
teflon
37t Qt 650:
K
2 1c6a-c'nzs• 29°
Meddo-L.and

Sharp Cheese
KRAFT PHILADELPHIA

8-0z.
Pkg.

32-0z.
Can

HOUSEHOLD FOIL

16-0z.
Can

25-FT.
ROLL

Pint
Bottle

Cleaner.

15c
Off)
6Jar
Oz

Bars

ze

31'

Lb.
Can

Cans

16.°L
Can

Pine
"
e"

PROFIT MAKER°
Swine Feed
The new Profit Maker feeds are mixed here to specifications and standards of the new Southern States
Profit Maker Program. Try our...

38% SWINE SUPPLEMENT
Formulated especially for sows and pigs and
confinement feeding to market.

$5.20 PER CWT
in ton lots (pellets)

Crisco Shortening 3 Lbs. .. 82c Stokelys Catsup

Syrup
Ritz Crackers
Navy Beans .Yroi.endg's 2
Chop Suey
Napkins
2
Tissue
4
Lustre Creme
Mrs. Butterworth

• Local Grain Used • Southern States Approved
Formulas
01P-mlike • State Registered • Laboratory Tested
SOUTHERN
STATES

Southern States
Fulton Co-operative
South Fulton
Central Ave.
Phone 399

C
Lhalc:ke

Northern

Northern
Bath
Room

Stack

Lb.
5.
No
121.6303
g
Can
Pkgs.
of 80

., ..

....

Sunnyfield Flour

39(
32c
250
)90
27c
37c
60(

Rolls

31,4-0z.
Bottle

2

Bottles

41C

TEK-Adult Size

TOOTH()1
BRUSHES A

for

COLGATE

31c
3c

TOOTH 13/4-0z. Tube
PASTE 3/
1
4-0z. Tube

Plain 25 Lbs. $1.39
S. R. 25 Lbs. $1.45

Prices In This Ad Effective Thru Sat., Feb. 24
THE GREAT ATlANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC.

Lux Soap

All

Rog.
Slze

Condensed
Detergent

BreezeI
DETERGENT
Large
4130
15-0x. Pkg. J

See Your Southern State*
Cooperative Service Agency

12-0z.
Bottle

Na"
":
1P2a .

Lotion
Shampoo

Made with Southern States
Formula Supplements

Bavarian

4

Bars

Box

41c
390

Blue
Silverdust
Large
15 Oz Pkg. 34°

Void Stores
SMIRKS'S IIIPINDAIKI F000 MIRO/MIT SIMI MSS

I

Rinso Blue
Large
22-0z. Pkg
mg70
Giant
54-0z. Pkg. /

32°

I

Surf
DETERGENT
7e Off
Deal

Large
18-0z. Pkg.

25°

Lux Liquid
DETERGENT

1c2.- 7 35°

2Can
2
643°
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• NEW HOPE NEWS

Around and About
Our Town

By Mrs. Elmer Walden

Ball Teams Will
Compete Here In
First Tournament

her 1- -ids wish
treatment
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Johnson,
for her a complete recovery soon.
Jr. of Memphis visited his mothMrs. Carey Frields •
Deep sympathy is extended to
er, Mrs. Gertie Johnson and sisthe family of Mrs..Dean Harwood,
ters, Miss Evelyn Johnson and
By Ruby Heisler
The Rev. James Holt filled his whose death followed injuries she
"From The FHB Kennett"
Mrs. Lewis Kimbro last Sunday.
regular appointment at New Sa- suffered in the head-on collision
The district tournament will be
A very pleasant good morning
Mr. and Mrs. Fred I! • ':on relem Baptist Church this past Sun- with the Stanley machine on State
School
to everyone.
turned to their home Tuesday af- held in the Fulton High
Line Road.
day at 11 a. m.
gymnasium, beginning February
go
prayer
sister,
and
his
with
visit
sympathy
month's
a
ter
Our
Large crowds are attending the
March 3
Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter of
Dean Harwood and
Mrs. Nina Fleming in Los Angeles, 28. The winner of the
boys' district basketball tourna- near here, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene out to Mr.
final game will receive the chamof
death
tragic
the
in
Calif.
children
ment held in the Palmersville Lassiter and sons, Mark and
will
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Williams pionship trophy. The loser
the wife and mother. We are hopgym, each team is having full supStephie and your writer were ing that Faye will soon be well
in receive the runner-up trophy.
guests
dinner
Sunday
last
were
port from its school.
II 911
go to Murguests of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ham- and back home.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Both teams will then
Miss Maude Sisson is a patient in mett, who reside near Hollow
ray, Kentucky, for the Regional
Walston.
at
better
much
The sick are all
Hospital, under Rock, Tenn. this past Sunday. We
the Hillview
Mrs. Roy Howell has returned Tournament the following week.
the
treatment and we extend best had a nice visit with our rela- this writing.
from the Baptist Hospital in , Mr. J. M. Martin will be
home
quietly
very
Mrs. Effie Sullivan
wishes for a comPlete recovery tives. Mrs. Hammett is a sister of
District Manager and Mr. Charles
"
11-11g1
11
1
111,
1
1
1111
underwent
she
where
Memphis
13
Feb.
•
birthday
celebrated her
your writer and Buton and our
surgety. Mrs. Howell is improv- Thomas will be the Assistant Diswith her friends and relatives
,404V
trict Manager. The referees will
George Ed Cunningham is re- get-togethers are not as frequent
''h
ing as well as an be expected.
Each
day.
the
throughout
calling
be Joe Ford from Mayfield, Kencovering nicely In m surgery he as we would like.
Mrs.
of
friends
and
Neighbors
Louis
Mrs.
gift.
a
one brought
tucky, and Bobby Harris from
underwent at the Obion County
get-well
extend
Smith
Walter
cake.
lovely
a
her
baked
Mr. Wayne Thomas Puckett is Sensing
be moved
ltospital a few weeks ago. He will
wishes and hope she will soon be Calvert City, Kentucky. The ofDANIEL BOONE GRAVE AND MONUMENT may to a site
Mrs. Sullivan is in a wheelchair.
reenter Dresden Hi, where he is a now at home after being a patient
location in the Frankfort Cemetery
hilltop
its
from
home. Mrs. Smith underwent ficial timer will be Mr. Earl Bolin
back
day.
the
enjoyed
thoroughly
city If a
in Campbell's Clinic for some She
senior.
more convenient to tourists in Kentucky's capital
Wednesday at the Fulton from Clinton, Kentucky. Mr. Harsurgery
birthhappy
famous
more
many
The
Have
three weeks. His recovery is resuggestion of Gov. Bert Combs is carried out.
mon Piercg from Fulton, Kenin
Hospital.
hurled
been
have
Wlivan.
Mrs.'
Rebecca
days,
wife
Mrs. Harrison Austin fell at her ported to be slow and still all his
Kentucky explorer and his
tucky, will be the scorer.
when
1845
since
River
Kentucky
the
overlooking
very
the cemetery
home in this District, No. 1, and friends wish him improvement
Mrs. Connie Lynch is
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and
The teams in the First District
Declaring
their remains were moved from Marthasville, Mo.
suffered injuries to ber shoulder, will continue to climb. Mr. Puck- happy mother and grandmother,
Mrs. Ella Veatch visited Mr. and are Riverside, Fulton County, Carmost fabulous figure in American
the
"perhaps
is
Boone
that
and is now hospitalized and under ett suffered eight broken ribs as her daughter, Mrs. Myra Mcto
Mrs. Elmer Walston Saturday lisle County, Hickman County,
history," tie- Governor pointed out that the grave is difficult
to a
and a siege of pneumonia while Guire and two daughters of Housmorning.
a nd.Ill'ititotr-eity.
find In its present location. He suggested that it be moved
adeand
driveways
cutting timber, narrowly escaping ton, Texas arrived Thursday of
spacious park setting with space for broad
Tournament sites were deterlet
and
Boone
el
left
by-Dani
Williams
better
Earl
Mrs.
do
and
"Let's
Mr.
fatal injuries.
last week. Then, she was made
quate parking areas.
mined by mutual agrbement among
said.
Combs
Kentucky,"
Beach,
Vera
for
by
morning
better
and
Saturday
him do
happy when her son, Kenneth
member schools of First District.
News reached us of the illness wife and three children arrived
Fla., where they will visit Mr. The tournament sites for 1963,
of Mr. H. C. Mitchell, father of last Friday. It seemed her hapIT'S HERE
and Mrs. Harry Miller.
1964, 1965, 1966, respectively, are
Earl Mitchell of Paducah. Mr. piness knew no bounds, when on
The Sensational New Invention
NEWS ROCK SPRING NEWS
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Latta, Mrs. Carlisle County, Fulton County,
Mitchell is a patient in the West- Friday night her mother, Mrs. J. •McCONNEIL
Sutherland's "MD l" Tram
Copelen
By Nettie Lee
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell •
Dlla Nall, Mrs. Lewis Eskew and Hickman County, and Fulton City.
ern Baptist Hospital Hospital un- W. Dunn, Sr., also her mother,
No Belts — No Straps —
The games will begin prompty
der treatment and we hope for Mr. Herbert Dunn and wife visitNo Odors
Mrs. Pearl Cooper was dismiss- daughter, Martha K. attended the
spent the ed from the Fulton Hospital Sat- funeral of their uncle in Paris, at 7:30. The adult admission will
Sallee
him a speedy recovery.
Greg
Little
Approved by Doctors — The
during
and
evening
the
ed her for
be $1.00 and student admission
Tenn. Sunday afternoon.
week-end in Memphis visiting his urday.
World's Most Comfortable
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter all the laughter and talk her
will be $.50.
and
father and other relatives there.
Trues
Green
Billy
Mrs.
Craddock,
Mrs.
Walter
daughter,
Mr. and
and sons, Mark and Stephen Lee,
Mrs. La-Verne Gurley and son, Debbie Smith were Sunday visiof Martin spent Sunday with their quitely stepped in. This made the
CITY DRUG CO.
Dorita Bog- tors of Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore
Mrs.
visited
and
Jimmie,
STUDEN'FS MAKE 100%
Kenneth
perfect.
evening
408 Lake St.
Fulton parents, Mr. and Mrs. Buton Las- family will return to their home gess and family Wednesday night. Copelen and family.
Scarlet Turner and Kay Morris
siter.
Mr. and Mrs. Lionel LaTlamme
recent made 100% on the NOMA
in St. Louis Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Pressie Moore and
math test. They now have a
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Thomas and sons of St. Louis visited her Miss.Ina Bellew spent Sunday
"From The FHS Hemmen"
chance to take a more difficult
had as their dinner guests last parents, Mr. and 1\7:s. Sam W:l.h with Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Gilbert.
The mathematics department of test for prizes.
Thursday, Bro. and Mrs. Harry recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Men_hel Byrd, Fulton High School has spent a
Owens and son, Roney and Mrs.
Mr. Carlos Newman, who has
Mrs
and
Snow
Pat
Call Us To Save
Mr. and Mrs.
C. D. Lovelace.
sum of $2,808.40 on new equipbeen serving in the Ar. d Forces
Veatch visited Mr. and Mr& ment this school year. The money
We are so happy to welcome in Germany, recently .1,:ted his Ella
afternoon.
Sunday
Money On Repairs
was spent as follows: 1 Visual aid
Mrs. P. C. Jones home after hav- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar New- Verlie Byrd
Miss Martha Kay Copelen spent equipment such as: screens, moing been away so long during an man.
A satisfied customer Is oar
Mrs.
and
Mr.
with
the weekend
eye operation.
tion picture projector, filmstrip
hest testimoniaL That Is
Mr. and Mrs. Ton-. Crutchfield Aubry Choate and Jeanie.
Mrs. Louis Sensing and daughprojector, and stand .... $702.85
shy we give you fast, efficiWilMrs.
visited Mr. Wes Vowand
Memphis
Turner
of
Lucy
Mrs.
Globes and charts. .... $67.25.
ter, Jessica visited the hospitals
ent. technical service and
Mr. and Mrs. Roy lie Ruth McClanahan visited Mrs. 2.
family,
and
ell
and shut-ins last Thursday after3. Mathematical tools, such as
low rates on TV repairs. U
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
Vowell and family last week.
Cooper
Pearl
noon.
calipers, compasses, cones, conic
all adds-up to saving you
Mrs. Sam Welch visited Mrs. A. E. Green Tuesday afternoon.
projects,
Mrs. O. C. Hastings had as her
sections, construction
money!
visiting
is
Sanders
WedJohn
last
Martin
Mrs.
weekend guests, Mrs.- Florence Rodney Black of
geometric solids, measures, proAkron,
near
Rollins
D.
Mr. P.
nesday.
Hastings of McConnell.
tractors, demonstration—kits, slide
Mrs. Dorita _Boggess and Miss Ohio.
•Mrs. John Childers and son,
rules, apes, timers, transits, drawA af
have
Bell
Carl
SaturMrs.
and
spent
Mr.
David are the guests of Mr. and Anna Lou Caldwell
ing instruments, and storage cabi- TO HELP PROTECT
Arkanin
relatives
Memphis.
visiting
in
been
day shopping
Mrs. L. D. Wright.
nets. .... $963.00. 4 Shelvirg and
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
We wish to congratulate Mr. 0. sas a few days this week.
cabinets. .... $1010.00.
Mrs. Eddie Nauls has been sick G. Clark on his 75th birthday last
Mrs. Carl Bell spent Friday
You've been hoping for a forbut is getter at this writing.
The Carr Elementary mathematThursday. Mr. and Mrs. Alvin night with Mrs. Edna Slayden.
mula like this— with extra poPh',
Bye for now.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Snow visited ics department and the FHS
Cruce and son of Union'City and
30E Main Street
tency to sunport a positive sense
and
Mr.
with
near
well-being and mental alertof
of
Saturday
Cruse
have
spent
Junior
awhile
Mrs.
and
department
Mr.
language
ness. It provides important lipoMrs. Pat Snow and Mrs,. Ella the same.
Fulton spent the day with him.
tropes, as well as the more comMr. 0. T. Cool: was admitted to Veatch.
plete vitainin•mineral protection
Mrs. Pearl Cooper was admitted
the Illinois Central Hospital in
desirahle,for the mature adult.
American farmers lait year
Chicago on Monday morning for in the Fulton Hospital .Saturday
set a new production record, with
surgery. We wish for him a speedy night.
output equal to that of Mainland
recovery.
China and almost 60 percent
Mr. Charley Gill has been on
higher than that of the Soviet
the sick list for the last two weeks.
Union—the world's two other
We also wish for him a speedy
largest agricultural producers. On
recovery.
a per capita basis, our production
Mrs. Connie Sanders was admitwas double that of the Soviet
ted to the Jones Hospital, Fulton,
The News would like to wish
Sunday. Our very best wishes for Happy Birthday to the following Union and four times that of
SSSSS
408 Lake Phones 70-428
Mainland China.
a rapid recovery go out to her.
persons: Feb. 22—Judy Harding,
Mr. Alfred Ledbetter, a resi- Marvin Phillips, Mrs. Henry Lock,
dent of this vicinity for several Martha Smith; Feb. 23—Mildred
years, died at the Obion County Easley, Peggy Johnson, Joe John6-YEAR
Rest Home near Union City last son, Mrs. Stella Schuman, Mrs.
OLD
Thursday and was buried at the Herman Easley, Mrs. Carol JohnObion County Memorial Gardens son; Feb. 24—Robert Goodwin,
Friday afternoon. We extend our Johnny Allen, Mrs. W. C. Hogg,
deepest sympathy to his widow Mrs. Lila Hastings; Feb. 25—Carand other relatives.
rie Flatt, Linda Jarvis; Feb. 26—
Because it is
Recent visitors in the home of Eleanor Jones Polk; Feb. 27—Mrs.
and
Parrish
Thad
Mrs.
Paschall,
B.
and
Mary
Mr.
Thad Fagan,
sons were: Mrs. Auretta Chitman Mrs. H. L. Jamison; Feb. 28—EdMrs.
Mississippi,
Greenville,
of
win Bondurant, Mrs. Leslie Weaks,
HALF 950
Emmett Parrish of Vicksburg, Mis- Corinne Lovelace, Martin H. Warsissippi, Mr. and Mrs. Cody Fank- ren.
F
PINT "
bonner and Mrs. J. M. Parrish of
a Tiered out — only
*Heaviness
Illinois.
Salem,
smoother Bourbon softness ts lett W.
Clay City's present site was once
returned to
David" Parrish
SO PROOF KY. STRAIGHT
Red
prosperous
the
of
site
the
been
having
after
BOURBON WHISKEY
school last week
early
as
known
Works,
Iron
River
measles.
the
with
out several days
Distributed By
as 1802 for the superior quality of
Bryant Distr. Co.
Mr. and Mrs. George Kennedy the nails, stoves, plowshares, canOwensboro, Ky.
and Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Gill of nonballs and other products made
near Martin visited Mr. and Mrs. there.
Charley Gill over the week-end.

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

RUPTURE

Math Department
Buys Visual Aids

Roper Television

use ele flour horn the Golden West
that
gati-;g7c

GERIATRIC

Happy Birthday

capsules

CITY DRUG CO.

"Glenmore
Please"

RASO
SOUSS
Fogu

*Chill Filtered

Mrs. Albert Markham spent the
week-end with her husband, who
is stationed at Fort Chaffee, Arkansas.
Mrs. Landrum is a resident of
Little Rock, Arkansas. She has
her B. A. Degree from Hendrix
College, Conway, Arkansas. She
has taken special courses in group
relations at the University of
Texas and in group dynamics at
San Francisco College. She has
just recently completed three
months on the mission fields
around the world under the work
of the Woman's Society of Christian Service.

BETTER BISCUITS
EPERY TIME/
You con depend en perfect results in oil
your good baking—breads, biscuits, sweet
goods, pastries, cookit6s—everything! Buy
RANCH HOUSE FLOUR now! Use it
regularly to make your own good baking
better than

ever!

Important reports will be given
by district officers and residents
of each local society in the district
Of their years work.

FLOWEES
For Every Occasion
%IA MARK greeting Card

2000 FEET FREE PARKING

RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW
ITS SO EASY TO

Fulton
'hone 20-.1
ITES and SUNDAYS'PliONF
20-R or

6:11

STOP AND SHOP
AT

RYTEX "Personalized"
Stationery

;cott's Floral Shoppe
, .;41.111.1Y•411•01106...*
41•1114041M..

S

AVE TIME
AVE GAS
HOP AND GO

Ell

1.1M11111MMIII1110111FIRIMIMIVIIICEMIMIMINIMINIIIIIIITMIIIIIIMM111111111illT71111111
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FIVE
MAYFIELD HIWAY

ONE
FULTON, KY.

A

Joe Campbell with a 545 series
and Alma Green with a 51 series
as high bowlers for the night and
Rodney Miller's 589 series was
high for the-high scoring ThursFOR THIS WEEK
day night Ken-Tenn league. The
"ABLE MISS CAIN"
highest series of the week was
From The S. F. .15eorlet rime"
bowled in the Wednesday night
Tournament time for local bowl- Men's Double league by Charles
The Seniors have selected "The
ers is approaching soon with the Parks who rolled a 603 series, high Able Miss Cain" by Jay Tobias as
Association lighted by a 226 game.
Bowling
Mayfield
their annual play. "The Able Miss
Tournament starting this SaturJet Lanes is beginning this Cain" is a .eomedlirium in three
day for three consecutive weektrophy to the acts centered around the antics of
ends. This year, all events of the week to award a
the high female the Prescott family. Senior spontournament are being held at high male and to
week for the high- sor, Mrs. W. B. Ennis will direct
Mayfield's Red Bird Lanes, al- bowler of the
each week in the production, which is set for
though a divisional type tourna- eat games bawled
Everyone is eligible March 23. The cast will beNselectment is being considered for next open bowling.
and the only restriction on the ed socin.
year.
The cast C- onsists of the followaward is that a person may win
for
As a matter of information
only one of the awards per sea- ing:
particiour readers, bowlers who
son.
Elinor Prescott-Mama, who rules
pate in local leagues at Jet Lanes
the roost; Leaper Prescott-Papa,
actually belong to the Mayfield
LEAGUE STANDINGS
who leaps when Mama speaks;
Bowling Association which is comCheryl Prescott-Mama's. pet, the
Monday Couples League
prised of
approximately 1300
L. spoiled daughter; Petey PrescottW.
members from Red Bird Lanes TEAM
1 the kid brother, crazy over hyp15
and Legion Lanes in Mayfield, Fulton Bank
7 notism; Mary So Jennings - Leap9
Corvette Lanes of Murray, Gate- KU.
Willard's hatters overlooks Bloody Pond, where soldiers from both
7 er's niece, the household drudge;
way Lanes of Benton and Jet Puckett's Service Station 9
7 Mamie Magoon-the dumb maid of sides came to bath.their wounds.
9
Lanes of Fulton. It is the Third Piggly Wiggly
7
9 all work; Gussie Smart-d nosey
largest bowling association in the City National Bank
"From The FHS Kennell" ' relating to the battle and the war
9 neighbor; Jed Lawford-in love
7
.state of Kentucky and expects to Jones Coal & Concrete
Located about 90 miles from are displayed, and a color film on
11 ..with Cheryl; Orpha Van Ostade5
be the host association for the Dollar Store
Fulton, Shiloh National Military the battle is shown throughout the
3
13 the town's aristocracy; Alvie Van -Park and Cemeery is an interestKentucky State Tournament in Pepsi Cola
day. The museum is open every
Ostade-her darling; Mrs. Pilsbury
1965.
850 LEAGUE
Livermore-the cranky boarder; ing place to visit for a weekend day from 8 a. m. until 5:30 p. m.
Two other tournaments to be TEAM
in the summer,and until 4:30 p.-m.
L. Aunt Molly Cain-rich, eccentric, trip.
W.
held are both local affairs, one of K. Homra
7% 41
/
2 and very able; Izzy RanklesteinContaining a-,proxii.. tc7y 3,700 in the whiter.
which is the Fulton Women's AssoNumbered markers have been
744 - 41
/
2 Who tries to deliver a mink coat; acres, Shiloh includes V..., area of
Kasnow's
ciation Tournament which will be
7
5 Mlle. Fifi-who tries to deliver a heaviest fighting in the battle of placed at points of interest along
Leader Store
held at Jet Lanes on Sunday, Roper TV
5 Paris hat.
7
Shiloh, the first inajor battle in the paved road which weaves
March 18th and Sunday, March Phillips "66"
•
61
/
2 51
the western campaign of the War through the park.
/
2
25th. The other local tournament Moore Seed & Grain .. 5
The national cemetery, conAn7
Between the State;.
is the Fulton City Tournament, McDade & McDade
ing 10 acres, is' near. the541brk
1
2
The Battle Of Shiloh
4% 7/
open only to men who bowl in Siegel
On April 5, 1862, General Grant, headquarters on a high bluflover_9
3
leagues at Jet Lanes. The entry
with about 40,000 troops, vvas ad- looking Pittsburgh landing rod
deadline for the women's tournaTRI-CITY LEAGUE
vancing along the Tennessee River the Tennessee River. More than
I...
ment has already passed, but en- TEAM
W.
with the purpose of capturing 3,700' Federal Soldiers, of whom
From The S. F. "Scarlet Flash"
try blanks for both of the men's Edward's Trucking
23
9
Corinth, Mississippi, a strong Con- two thirds are unidentified, are
The first year Latin Class has
tournaments are available at Jet Burgess Trucking
10
22
federate railroad center. Breaking buried here.
Lanes.
11 organized a chapter of the Junior the march near a log chapel called
21
Forrester's Gulf
Most of the high lights in scor- Scates Tire Service
14 Classical League which is an in- Shiloh Church, Grant encamped
18
ing this week belong to one of the A&P
16 ternational organization that has to wait reinforcements from Gen- Gold Footballs Awarded
16
,
so called weaker sex. Zane Taylor Duke's Auto Parts .
16
16 for its purpose the encouragement eral Buell at Nashville. With no
"From The FHS Kennell"
led the ladies in three different C. W. A. Local 3306
22 among young people of an interest fear of. attack,''Grant „chose his pos10
Every year at FHS gold footleagues this week with three game A. C. Butts Se Son
2
30 in and appreciation of the civiliza- ition for convenience rather than
balls are given to the Senior boys
tion, language, liteiature, and art
scores of 557, 538, and, 554„ which
for defense.
who letter in football. This year
MEN'S DOUBLE LEAGUE
of ancient Greece and Rome and
also included high single game of
But
General
Albert
S.
Johnson,
there were four footballs given.
131
/
2 7% the understanding of the debt of
H-I-S
223.
with
about
44,000
Confederate
The boys wno received the foot/
2 our own culture to that of classiIn the Monday night couples H'beak Funeral Home 12% 81
12
9 cal antiquity. It is the largest troops, made a surprise attack and balls were Kenneth Bradley, who
league David Holland took over Jet Lanes
drove
the
Union
forces
from
their
has
lettered one yeat. in football
10 and fastest growing classical or11
first spot in the high single game Puckett's Florist
11 ganization in the world today, position. Johnston was killed and and two in basketball; Butch
10
category with a big 275 handicap Lake Street Liquor
/
2 with 85,000 members and 1550 General Beauregarl took his place. Sandling, who lettered two yellrs
1
2 101
game. The Ferry Morse "'F. M. Wick Smith Agency .. 10/
The reinforcements from Buell's in football; Ladd Stokes, who has
12 chapters.
Dirt Dobbers" league had John Dewey Johnson Agency 9
army arrived, along with a force lettered in both football and bas5% 151
/
2
Hickory Log
The local chapter has 19 memunder General Lew Wallace, on ketball two years; and Bill Lebers. The officers are: Vava Finch,
the morning of April 7. The thin neave, who is thc senior manager.
LADIES HI-LO LEAGUE
president; Lynn Jetton, secretary
Confederate line was defeated by
Campbell's Plumbing ....9
3 and treasurer; Linda
the strong Northern counter at6
Berry's Stockyard
0 vice-president. The otherFerguson,
members tack.
7 are: Larry
5
Hickman Co. Feedmill
Complete Line
Alexander, Brenda
North 13,047 men killed, wounda Bennett -Melody
Highlands Lumber Co. 4
Brundige, -Nancy
Hearing
A ir4 Batteries
ed.
Compact, perfectly balanced; M. M. DIRT 1DOBBERS LEAGUE Byars, Patricia Connell, Jimmy
The two-day battle cost the
Pot
all
makt-a of hearing aids!
easy to carry, easy to use on
TEAM
W. L. Total Daugherty, Linda Duncara, Joy Fa- and missing. Losses for the South
Visit our Hearing Aid Departfarm, campsite, ranch or wood- Taylor Chevrolet .... 15
9 20 gan, Mary Fields, Karen Frields, were 10,699.
'
ment
at
your first opportunity.
lot!
15 9 20 Pamela Greer, Melva- Matlock,
Babb's Coffee
The Park and Cemetery
/
4 Monette Oliver, Sandra Speed,
1
2 191
Park Terrace .: 14% 9/
Before taking ;i tour of the park,
CITY DRUG CO
11 13 14 Corky Stinnett, and June Vin- a visit to the park museum Will
Builder's Supply
cent.
Phone 7 '
11
8
16
Fry's
you .with the battle IN Lake Street
acquaint
Miss Camelia Cunningham is
7 17 10
Ferry Morse
story. Relics, exhibits, and maps
the sponsor. Their first project
was to sing Adeste Fiedeles in
KEN-TENN LEAGUE
•
10 Latin and English at the Christ18
OK-Parisian Laundry
10 mas program.
18
Neighborhood Groc.
11
17
Taylor Chev. - Buick
14
Leader Sporting Goods 14
15
13
Pure Milk Co.
0
16
12
Swift's Ice Cream
17
11
Jones Auto Parts
19
9
Ferry Morse Seed Co.

Seniors Select
Title of Play

AREA

BOWLING NEWS

In
tent

kll"
will be
School
.bruary
arch 3
chamlr will
trophy.
Muregional
week.
be the
Tharles
nt Dises will
1, Kenfrom
'he of1 Bolin
r. Hat:Ken-

District
ty, CarCounty,

deter!among
District.
Yr 1969,
sly, are
County,
xi City.
irompty
on will
mission

NI%
Morris
NOP.IA
have a
iifficult

•

Shiloh, Civil War Battle Field,
Is Convenient For Weekend Trip

Latin Club Joins.
National Chapter
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Chambers And McDowell Serve
As Student Teachers At Fulton
"From The HIS Kenneir
attended Providence. High Schoo'
Mr. Robert David Chambers Where he was president of tle
and Mr. Charles McDowell are Beta' Club, vice-president of th
the two student teachers who are senior' class, and president of hi
training at Faltbn High and karr class in' the junior year. While
Elementary this semester.
high school, he was•regional clt
Mr. Chambers, who teaches bate champion and rated "super
sophomore English, was born in ior" discussion.
Owensboro, Kentucky, on FebruHe now attends Murray, Stai,
ary 19, 1939. He attended Owens- College and is a member of th
boro Senior High School, where, Student Council. He is also •
he participated in all sports. He, member of the Alpha Tau Omeg
was on the school rifle team fraternity. In his junior year, MI
which was named National Cham- McDowell was among the "Who'
pions in Marksmanship. He was ' Who In American Colleges an
president ,of his freshman class
.
' Universities". He has been on th
and participated in several school debating team for three years.
plays. He graduated in the class
His major is social science; hi
of 1957:
minor is English. Upon completio
Mr. Chambers nas attended of
this nine-week training perio(
Murray State College where he is
he will return to. MSC, take
now a senior and will graduate
nine-week course, and graduate o
upon completion of this period of
June 4, 1962.
student teaching. Beginning then,
While at Carr Elementary, h
he will work on his Master's Degree at Peabody College in Nash- will teach 'Eighth eade histor:
-•
ville, Tennessee. His majors are and civics.
speech and dramatics: His minors
are English and art.
r
In his sophomore year at Mur- Accurate
ray, Mr. Chambers appeared in
WORKMANSHIP
Campus Light-, a student. talent
.
At Low Cost
show. He is v." member of the
Watches, Clocks and Time
Alpha Tau Omega Social Fraternity. While here at FliS, he will
Pieces of All Kinds Accuassist Mrs. DeMyer in teaching
rately Repaired at Low Cost
by—
sophomore literature.
Mr.. Charles McDowell, who
ANDREWS
teaches eighth grade social science.
was born in Providence, KenJewelry Company
tucky, on February 13, 1937. He

.;obWALKER
2

REWARD!

se.

Enjoy the true
bourbon taste
,of
Hiram Walker's

This Chain Saw Is

LIFE"

forpocense
denlipocornctioa
!ult.

C

111
)

:O.
PO-428

YEAR
1LD

TOPS

NOMA IE LITE

As Low As 83.45
411:„11
. 7-0 Weekly after small
down payment.

BURNETTE
TRACTOR CO.
Phone 169

Jim Owens Jet
Lanes Manager

FRIDAY LADIES LEAGUE
13
8
Jones Auto Parts
13
8
Jet Lanes
12
9
Evans Drug
9
12
Jewel's Beauty Shop
9
12
Coca-Cola
7 -14
City Drug

Fourth St.
WFUL Is Radio Active

.4MM1111111111111111MINIIIIMINIONIIIIMINEL.
You'll Say they're delicious!

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

gnimmummemminimmumennernmemmemmemintonniminumme
g

BOWL

3 Games '1
EVERY TUESDAY
9:30 A. M. -6:P. M.

GANIZED GROUPS AND PARTIES!
(INSTRUCTION IS ALWAYS AVAILABLE)

JET LANES
Fourth Street

Fulton. Ky.

TEN.HIGH!
HIRAM WALKER & SONS, INC., PEORIA. ILL •.7'7,b PROQF

•

What size Chevrolet do you want
to save money on?

Jim Owens of South Fulton has
been named the new manager eff
Jet ,Lanes bowling alley here.
Mr. Owens is a native of Obion
County near Union City. His
wife is the former Marjorie Puckett of this city. They have two
daughters, Cathy, 7, and Sharye,
5, and own their home in the Connaughton Addition.
Mr. Owens is a member of the
Methodist Church and was previously employed at Union Carbide
in Paducah.
Mr. Owens is planning to institute an organized bowling program-fur children and start classes
for beginning adult bowlers. Anyone interested may call Mr.
Owens at Jet Lanes.
BIG EATER
Sally H. to Jane W. over a
snack: "Lynne is a real friendshe's worth her weight in potato
chips."

GLENMORE
VODKA
Charcoal Filtered
100 PROOF

E, HAVE FUN! GET SOME GOOD EXERCISE!
I SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS MADE FOR OR- -1

,,Artarca,

NEW
REDUCED
PRICES

$h.40
"'Ir4/5Q?

$140
•1/2 Pl.
Glinwnote Distilerkss Co.
Louisville and Ow•asboro.
Kentucky

CHEVROLET IMPALA Room,
Tr!, m ?sent and riding comfort. Foregrol,/A, the Impala Szo
rt Sedttn..
.

CORVAIR MONZA Sports Car
spice without a sports ear price. At rear
the Monza Club Coupe.

Like your driving sporty, with quicksilver steerflat-as-a-pancake cornering, sure-footed
traction? Then a Corvair Monza's for you.
Or maybe the new-size Chevy Ills more to
your liking. Built for big families and still slips
neatly into small parking places. And, with this,
the kind of ingenious engineering (new easyriding Mono-Plate rear springs,for example)that

=77
1.
'
ED
- 1

See the new Chevrolet, new Chevy II and new

CHEVY II NOVA The frisky
family-sized Chevrolet with a low, low
price tag. Above right,Nora Sport Coupe.

won this year's coveted Car Life Magazine
Award for Engineering Excellence.
But say you Want to go all out—to get the full
treatment in space, spirit and splendor. Then
there's nothing like a Jet-smooth Chevrolet.
Makes paying more pointless.
So size 'em up—then save it up—at your
Chevrolet dealer's.

Corvair at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's

TAYLOR CHEVROLET -- BUICK, INC.
104 East Fourth Street

Phogeot

SC

Fulton
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FEMALE HELP wanted: Contact AVON manager if you want
work but can't give full time. We
have what you need. Write Miss
TV RIPAIR: all make: and models Alma Catlett, P. 0. Box 1604, PaSkilled personnel, prornpt service, ducah, Ky.
factory-trained
teshaicians for
black-aad-white and color. "SerROOM and BOARD— Personal
vice is our business". Merryman care for your loved ones in State
Appliances,
215 Main Street, approved licensed Home. Aged inphone 126.
valid convalescence: Reasonable.
Hickman Rest Home. Call 2606.
FOR SALE: 45-Acre farm on

CLASSIFIED LDS

SPRING SEED
All kinds of garden seed
All kinds of flower seed
Rose Bushes: special rose fertilizer
Armour's Vertagreen fertilizer
Clover seed
Red Top
Kobe and white ladino seed
General field seed
Special plant bed fertilizer

Timothy

ACItticcrti Sons
East State Line

Boaz Chapel Road. Modern sixFOR REN'i. riooi sanding ma.
room house, two barns and new
chine and electric floor polishwell. Mrs. Paul Boaz, 508 Green
er and electric vacuum clean
Street, Fulton, Ky. Telephone 928.
era. Exchange Furniture Co
DON'T GET UP NIGHTS
TV
ANTEleis Mb: we install—
It takes just 39c and 12 hours to
trade--repair and move. Get
start relief—or your money back
our prices. We service all makei
at any urug store. When functionTV. Pluere 30" P.oper Television
al kidney disorders cause getting
up nights, scanty flow, burning,
TV Antennas: quick and efficient
backache, leg pains, dizziness use
installation service; all types.
1 easy-to-take BUKE'TS 4-day treatMerryman Appliances, phone 126,
ment. Acts fast to increase and
Fulton.
regulate passage. Now at BENNETT DRUG STORE.
When Its

- BEST

309 Walnut

CLEANEST

—The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times I

USED FURNITURE

FREE PARKING !

For

Farm Equipment - - Livestock
Clearing - Autos - Buildings
Trucks - - Fencing

buy it at

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

EXCHANGE

Across from
Coca-Cola Plant

Furniture Company

Drive-In-Service
Package Ice

and other

Repay Loans When Farm Products
Are Sold

Wick Smith Agency

Interest For Only The Days You Use Money

24 Hour Service
Phone 62 — Nights 160

Loans May Also Be Made For General
Operating Expenses

Things are really stirring
at Piggly Wiggly! There's a
change in the air! As March
comes roaring in, new
foods are showing up on
our shelves. Springtime
things to spruce up tired
winter menus and give
your mealtimes an exciting touch For the very best of these
appetizing foods,
shop Piggly Wiggly. You'll find new menu ideas by
the dozen and savings
everywhere! Shop Piggly Wiggly this week for a welcom
e change! 203 S.
Broadway — So. Fulton, Tenn.

OL'S BOOKKEEPING
AND TAX SERVICE
108 Commercial

WE

555 FTJLTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

WARREN BARD
Pieta Office Mgr.
West Court Sq. Bldg.
Clinton, Kg,.
Phone OL 3-5161

CLOSE OUT
SPECIALS
DISCONTINUED PATTERNS IN

WALLPAPER
HALF- PRICE
KEM - TONE PAINT
$4.95 GAL. $1.45 QT.

RENT - - - -

- Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.

Phone 495

OL Lamascus, 22 years' experience
Residence phone 1011
Monta Peeples, 10 years' experience
Residence phone 1277

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

Jackson Purchase
Production Credit Association

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
FULTON,KY.

VAN CAMP

lateriLi
OPEN - 6:45 — PHONE 12
NOW THRU SATURDAY
COlumbi8 P,c-tures preSentS

_

Dolorescarolyr,_

H JONES
AVA1PN
. . KOVACS
,cApfrool
Sta a
CROOKED Sill
Frankip

t

Ern!'

STARTS SUNDAY

THE KINGDOM OF
KILLERS IS ON THE
„ SCREEN!

,
WHITMAN • BALIN
PERSOFF• MARVIN
-

onifiniam•onatculu

1.

$1

Tastes Just Like
Old Fashion Home
Made Ice Cream

ti

LIBBY DEEP BROWN

BEANS 4 Lb. Pkg.
57c BEANS 6 No.2 cans _ _ $1.00
itaiiirEi0-300 cans _ _ _ _ $1.00 133EANESx10-3TOYOLEcans _ _ _ _ $1.00

CHEESE
HI-NOTE

KRAFT'S

790

2 LB.

VELVEETA

CARTON

DEL MONTE

TUNA FISH 6-Reg. cans _ $1.00 TUNA FISH 3 Reg. cans _ $1.00
BUSH TURNIP or MUSTARD
BUSH NORTHERN or PINTO
GREENS 10-300 cans _ _ $1.00 BEANS 10-300 cans _ _ $1.00

SUGAR

890

10 LB. BAG

DEL MONTE TOMATO

SPAGHETTI 10-300 cans _ $1.00 JUICE 3-46 oz. cans __
EATWELL
FAIR WEATHER
MACKERAL 5 cans
$1.00 SALMON Lb. can

FLOUR

DIXIE WINNER
PLAIN or SELF RISING
25 LB. BAG

SWISS MISS FROZEN

$1.00
59c

$1.49

SUNNYVALE FROZEN ORANGE

PIES apple, cherry, peach 3 $1.00 JUICE '3-12 oz. cans _ _ _ $1.00

PURE LARD
ROAST chuck
WZNIE

VANITY
3 1-2 GALS.

ICE MILK

BONELLIES

OAIRRY
• PRPIDL
,
,--nor.i
P-

F

STOKLEVS APPLE

PORK & BEANS 8-300 cans $1.00 SAUCE 6-303 cans _ _ _ $1.00
BUSH GREEN & WHITE
PRIM: OE ILLINOIS
LIMA BEANS 6-303 cans $1.00 CORN 6-303 cans _ _ _ _ _ _ $1.00

PINTO or NORTHERN

WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 103
Futon. Ky.

4=1,4m....SeersOff COLON I.,01 LIAO

PHONE 35

Plus S&H Green Stamps

TROUBLE?
We can't keep you out of it.
but with on,2 of our Low'
Cost, three
payment Plan
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side
Immediately.
Our Adjuster Carries His
Check Book!

CAPITAL INVESTMENTS

JOHN P. WILSON
Field Office Mgr.
227 Clinton Street
Hickman, Ky.
Phone 2506

one 61

'arm Loans
Conventional Loans
FHA Loans

and

1 to 7 YEAR LOAN
TO FARMERS

Six winners were selected in a
First District music and art contest sponsored by the General
Federation of Women's Clubs at
Fulton Saturday.
Eddie Grogan, Murray Junior
High School, toot- first place in
the music division. He was entered by the Murray Woman's Club.
Second place went to Gary Bell,
Paducah Tilghman, sponsored by
the Paducah Woman's Club. Third
place was taken by Carol Elam,
Calvert City eighth grade, sponsored by the Calvert City Woman's Club.
Honorable mention went to Pattye Ward, Clinton; Nancy Smith,
Paducah, and Bab Anderson, Fulton.
Jacqueline Johnson, Murray,

persons in positions of trust and
responsibility and those who have
no fear of stating their convictions
openly based on true knowledge
of the facts and sound conclusions.
Among those present on the
won first place in the art contest.
night of the "Executive Session"
She was sponsored by the Murray
was a citizen of South Fulton who
Woman's Club.
recently retired and chose to make
Second place was taken by his home here. He was
bewildered
Brenda Broyles, Paducah, sponsor- and had a bad taste put
in his
ed by the Paducah Junior Wo- mouth on his first visit to
a counman's Club. Third place went to cil meeting. My apologies
to him
Dale Morris, Carrsville, entered and also an observati
on that those
by the 20th Century Club, Smith- citizens present showed more good
land.
manners and civic pride in waiting the two hours than did the
governing body in retiring to their
LETTER TO EDITOR—
"secret room."
(Continued from page one)
My thanks again for the Fulton
'County News and its staff who
6. I have no time to read
are not afraid to print the facts
7. I am not interested
that people should know. Keep up
We as citizens are responsible the good work.
for our government in that we
Your Truly,
should take a more active part in
MARTIN F. WARREN
trying to select the best qualified
Vancil St., So. Fulton, Tenn.

Real Estate in Fulton
— see —
CHARLES W. BURROW

vor The

Phone 202 - 602

Winners Of District Music And
Art Contest Are Announced Here

REELFOOT

REELFOOT
4 LBS.
WITH $5.00
PURCHASE

LIMIT 1

SWIFT'S
PROTEN CHUCK
First Cuts Lb.

19c
49c

EXTRA LEAN

BACON
REELFOOT
WEINERS

Lb. 49c BOSTON BUTT
HAMBURGER
Lb.
49c
FREE - 50 EXTRA SitH GREEN STAMPS
lI tISHION AGED
WITH SMOKED
HOOP
CHEESE
JOWL
3 Lbs. $1.00
WE RESERVE The RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES..

ACRES OF
FREE PARKING!

I
I

Lb. 49c
3 Lbs. $1.00
Lb. 59c

WE CASH
PAYROLL CHECKS!

Open Till 9 P. M.6 Da s12 P. M. Till 7 P. M. Sunday

act

